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ABSTRACT
The Behavioral and Neural Effects of Rejection Sensitivity on Selective Attention and FeedbackBased Learning
Christopher M. Crew
Gaining acceptance and avoiding rejection is arguably one the most fundamental and
challenging relational tasks that we face. Given the importance of close relationships, an
especially serious threat is rejection, real or imagined, by significant others. Considerable
research supports the idea that prolonged exposure to harsh rejection can have deleterious effects
on one’s physical and emotional wellbeing (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; see Dickerson &
Kemeny 2004, for a full review). Research also suggests that early experiences with rejection can
result in a bias to anxiously expect and readily perceive rejection in other’s behavior – a
disposition known to derail interpersonal relationships. This phenomenon is known as Rejection
Sensitivity (RS; Feldman & Downey, 1994; Downey & Feldman, 1996).
There have been important advances in understanding psychological and physiological
responses to interpersonal rejection (e.g., Downey & Feldman, 1996; Downey, Mougios, Ayduk,
London, & Shoda, 2004; Dickerson & Kemney, 2004; Romero-Canyas & Downey, 2005;
Powers, Pietromonaco, Gunlicks, Sayer, 2006; Richman & Leary, 2009). However, relatively
less is known about patterns of attentional processes underlying reactions to rejection cues and
events, as well as the extent to which RS impacts learning and memory. These unanswered
questions are of critical importance as theory and research suggests that information-processing
biases may provide an explanation for the maintenance of RS and disorders like social phobia
and anxiety that share many of the characteristics of rejection sensitive individuals (See Bar
Haim et al., 2007 for a meta-analytic review).

	
  

	
  

Study 1 uses a well-established attentional control paradigm (Attentional Network Task
– ANT; Fan et al., 2002) to assess the relationship between RS and basic attentional mechanisms
for alerting, orienting, and executive control. Results from study 1 suggest that RS is not
associated with the functioning of attentional networks important for alerting, orienting, and
executive control, raising the possibility that RS operates as a distinct system that interacts with
attentional networks to influence attention deployment in the presence of social threat cues. This
hypothesis is tested in study 2.
Study 2 uses a selective attention paradigm that measures eye movements during a
visual probe task (e.g., MacLeod, Mathews, & Tata, 1986) in order to assess patterns of attention
deployment to socially threatening stimuli in RS individuals. Study 2 also tests the attenuating
effects of executive control on processing of social threat cues in RS individuals. The latter part
of study 2 is designed to address important theoretical and empirical questions about the ability
of attentional control to attenuate maladaptive information processing biases in RS individuals.
Results suggest that RS is associated with initial vigilance and later avoidance for social threat
cues but, as predicted, vigilance for social threat cues is attenuated by high executive control.
That is, having good executive control (as measured by self-report and behavioral measures – the
ANT) can help to reduce the extent to which social threat cues capture and hold the attention of
RS individuals.
Study 3 was designed to answer the question of how the tendency of RS individuals to
detect and react to social threat cues can affect more overt forms of learning and memory (i.e.,
declarative memories). In order to address this question, study 3 used an incidental-learning
paradigm where participants answered general knowledge questions (What is the capital of
Delaware?) followed by immediate performance accuracy (correct vs. incorrect) and the correct

	
  

	
  

answer (Dover). Initially incorrect items were retested 24 to 48 hours later to determine if the
correct answer had been successfully encoded.
Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) were used to measure neural responses to performance
feedback (correct vs. incorrect at first test) and learning feedback (the correct answer) to assess
whether (1) RS is associated with greater sensitivity to performance feedback in general or
specifically for social performance feedback, (2) whether these reactions mediate successful
learning (i.e., retrieval of corrective feedback), and (3) whether there are gender differences in
how RS operates in an evaluative context, which would provide an explanation, based on neural
mechanisms, to previously found differences in which RS females seem to be more vulnerable to
reduced achievement in competitive academic settings (London et al., 2013).
Overall, behavioral results suggest that individuals were able to encode and retrieve
corrective information after receiving social (face) performance feedback at the same rate as they
were after receiving non-social (symbol) performance feedback, suggesting that contextualizing
performance feedback within the social domain did not generally enhance or impair learning and
memory. However, within females, higher RS scores were associated with poorer retrieval in the
social performance feedback condition suggesting that RS moderates the effect of social
performance feedback on retrieval in females but not in males. To better understand the
mechanisms underlying these behavioral effects we examined the following ERP waveforms
associated with processing of social and non-social performance feedback: the frontally-maximal
feedback related negativity (FRN), the frontally-maximal orienting effect (P3a), and a centrallymaximal late positive potential (LPP). Respectively, these components have been shown to
reflect more automatic processing of feedback valence, orienting responses to rare events, and

	
  

	
  

sustained attention to motivationally relevant information. Finally, ERP waveforms associated
with processing of the corrective feedback were also analyzed.
Consistent with previous research, the FRN was enhanced in response to performance
feedback indicating that an incorrect response had been made while the P3a and LPP were
enhanced in response to performance feedback indicating that a correct response, a rarer outcome
in this challenging task, had been made. There were no gender differences in the overall
amplitude of the FRN, P3a or LPP. However, within females, RS was associated with a smaller
FRN amplitude in the social performance feedback condition. Analyses were also conducted on
the relationship between these ERPs, encoding of the corrective feedback (i.e., seeing the correct
answer on the screen), and subsequent memory (i.e., correctly answering the question at retest).
Although the P3a and the LPP were not associated with encoding of the corrective feedback or
subsequent memory, the FRN positively predicted greater processing of the corrective feedback
and subsequent memory in the social feedback condition. However, within females, the FRN
negatively predicted encoding of the corrective feedback and subsequent memory only in the
social condition. Finally, a mediation analysis was used to further understand the process by
which neural responses to the performance feedback might affect processing of the corrective
feedback and subsequent memory overall and perhaps differently for RS females and males.
Results suggest that social performance feedback reduces retrieval success in RS females by
reducing the level of engagement with corrective feedback, ultimately resulting in poorer
encoding into long-term memory. 	
  
This knowledge could help expand our understanding of how rejection cues may disrupt,
by triggering maladaptive strategies, the attention deployment of individuals who are especially
sensitive to social threat whether for personal reasons (e.g., a history of experience with harsh

	
  

	
  

rejection from caregivers) or because of membership in a marginalized social group (e.g., women
in law or STEM fields). In doing so, this research could identify important avenues for
interventions that work to enhance interpersonal functioning in RS individuals by training them
to use self regulatory strategies that reduce attentional biases and augment information
processing (i.e., learning and memory).
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INTRODUCTION	
  
While everyone experiences rejection, people differ in the manner in which they respond
to rejection events. Some people respond adaptively, whereas others respond in ways that impair
their social relationships (Downey, Freitas, Michaelis, & Khouri, 1998) and make them
susceptible to low self-esteem, social anxiety and depression (e.g., Ayduk, Downey, & Kim,
2001; Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007). Rejection sensitivity (RS; Downey & Feldman, 1996) is
defined as the disposition to anxiously expect and readily perceive rejection in others behavior.
The RS model is based on the assumption that people are motivated to seek acceptance and avoid
rejection and that forming close interpersonal relationships can be a source of great angst, as it
involves exposing oneself to the risk of rejection. The model is also built on the assumption that
rejection sensitivity develops in response to prolonged exposure to harsh rejection. This implies
that anxiety about potential rejection can vary across situations such that only specific situations
trigger rejection fears (Levy, Ayduk, & Downey, 2001).
The RS model was developed initially to delineate how the message of rejection from
significant others shapes people's thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in new situations, and
consequently how it has implications for personal and interpersonal adjustment (Downey &
Feldman, 1996). Reflecting the influence of interpersonal theories of personality and attachment
theory (Bowlby, 1969, 1973, 1980; Erikson, 1950; Horney, 1937; Sullivan, 1953), the model
proposes that, to the extent that individuals experience rejection during their formative years,
they develop the anxious expectation that others will reject them. In the context of new
relationships and interactions, this expectation gets activated in situations where rejection is
possible and personally salient, and increases the likelihood that rejection will be perceived. The
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perceived rejection can then prompt affective and behavioral overreactions, including hostility
and depression. Because overreactions, especially those involving hostility and aggression, are
likely to elicit actual rejection by others, rejection expectations, whatever their origins, become
reality and are thus reinforced (Downey, Freitas et al., 1998).
The cognitive-affective system theory of personality (CAPS; Mischel & Shoda, 1995)
offers a framework for understanding individual differences in responses to rejection that vary
across people and situations. In this model, Cognitive Affective Units (CAUs) get differentially
activated depending on the learning history (i.e., interpersonal experiences) of the individual.
CAUs are basic mental representations of goals, beliefs, knowledge, values, and so forth that are
organized within a connectionist network. Situations activate these CAUs which then direct
action and inform outcomes. In other words, a situation can elicit goals or motivations within an
individual that interact with associated knowledge, in turn affecting how one processes
information and one’s subsequent attitudes, emotions, and behavior.
This framework helps explain why individuals differ in their reaction to rejection across
situations. More specifically, the CAPS framework shows how an individual might learn to
expect rejection in response to specific cues and situations and develop a heightened sensitivity
that is accompanied by maladaptive behavioral responses. Research suggests that exposure to
family violence, emotional neglect, harsh discipline, and conditional love by parents can trigger
the development of RS (Downey, Bonica, & Rincon, 1999; Harper, Dickinson, & Welsh, 2006).
This suggests that, through these repeated exposures, rejection fears may become chronically
accessible and able to influence the information processing of RS individuals (e.g., Downey,
Mougios, Ayduk, London, & Shoda, 2004; Pietrzak, Downey, & Ayduk, 2005).
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Empirical evidence provides support for this portrayal of RS. For example, High RS
people show increased arousal to rejection-related cues (Downey et al., 2004) and tend see
rejection in other behavior even when situations are ambiguous (Downey & Feldman, 1996).
However, relatively less is known about how these processes influence the deployment of
attention to rejection cues and explicit (i.e., episodic) forms of learning and memory. These
questions are of critical importance as theory and research suggests that information-processing
biases may provide an explanation for the maintenance of RS and disorders like social phobia
and anxiety that share many of the characteristics associated with being high RS. The next
section reviews literature that explains the role of attention (narrowly defined as visual attention)
in information processing biases and its potential link to the maintenance of RS.
The role of attentional control in information processing:
Our brains are constantly processing an enormous amount of information so it makes
sense that we have develop a means for selecting and prioritizing information processing
(Desimone & Duncan, 1995). In attention research, the serial nature of visual scene analysis has
been likened to a “spotlight” metaphor (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). This behaviorally crucial
selective role of attention contributes to the view of attention as an ability to selectively allocate
cognitive resources to aid information processing. More specifically, in regard to visual
processing, attention is defined as an internal processing resource, that can be distributed among
features, objects or regions, as needed (Kowler, 2009).
The pre-frontal cortex (PFC) has been identified as the major contributor to our ability to
selectively engage, disengage and reengage with information in our environment. Theory and
research suggests that the PFC helps allocate cognitive resources that aid in the processing of
further incoming information (Miller & Cohen 2001, Knudsen, 2007). This is believed to be the
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combination of top-down and bottom-up process that influence information processing in two
ways; by enhancing orienting behavior (e.g. attention related to movements of the eyes or body)
or by increasing the sensitivity to the attended information. This can be sensory information,
motor information, or even information about ones internal state that is generated by stored
memories (Knudsen, 2007).
While the top-down system reflects executive control over deployment of attention, the
bottom-up system compresses and filters sensory information for saliency. Salient stimuli (e.g.,
sudden movement, spider, one’s own name) can gain access to working memory and win the
competition for working memory even while other information is attended to (Egeth & Yantis,
1997). Thus, an intrinsically salient sensory stimulus can already influence top-down sensitivity
and trigger orienting behavior before they are even consciously processed, and moreover already
before entering working memory (Knudsen, 2007). The speed of this saliency based form of
attention is much faster, taking approximately 25 ms, compared to volitional deployment of
attention taking 200 ms or more (Itti & Koch, 2001). Taken together, this suggests that this
lower-level sensory information is processed in a pre-attentive manner and in parallel across the
entire visual input. This allows one to ask the question of how these basic attentional processes
change when one is processing information that relate to ones fears. As such, the next section
looks more directly at the selective deployment of attention (e.g., cognitive biases associated
with specific fears) and its influence on information processing.
Linking High RS with attentional bias, learning, and memory:
Attentive resources are an adaptive function of human processing and enable fast and
accurate perception of the environment (Fox, Russo, Bowles & Dutton, 2001). The attentional
system can be reflective of the given environment as well as the expectations of the observer
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(Brockmole & Boot, 2009). Thus, variations within the information-processing sequences can
result in variations among what observers prioritize and perceive raising the possibility that
stimuli may be categorized as threatening due to biologically based mechanisms or transmitted
via social learning (Downey et al., 2004, Palermo & Rhodes, 2007). Cognitive-behavioral
models suggest that disrupted attentional processing may contribute to the etiology and
maintenance of disorders of the fear system (Fox, Russo, Bowles, & Dutton, 2001; Fox, Russo,
Dutton, 2002). That is, maladaptive emotional responses may be the result of dysfunctional
thinking manifested in cognitive biases.
This suggests that individuals vary not only in emotional reactivity, but also in their
ability to use attentional resources (i.e., attention control) to constrain their cognitive and
affective responses to emotional stimuli (Rothbart, Ellis & Posner, 2004). This view is
complemented by neuroscience research indicating that emotion processing is determined by
multiple mechanisms, supported by subcortical and cortical neural structures, which are
responsible for automatic emotion generation and effortful attention regulation (e.g., reviews by
Bishop, 2007; Ochsner & Gross, 2005). Moreover, these mechanisms may be important in
regulating processing of positive, as well as threat-related information, although this issue
remains to be clarified (Ochsner & Gross, 2005). Thus, attention control may play an important
role in regulating attentional responses to emotionally salient information and, in particular,
threat cues in addition to being an important moderator of biased memory for threatening events.
To this end, the current research draws on cognitive models of selective attention and
cognitive neuroscience models of learning and memory to investigate the social-cognitive and
neural processing biases associated with Rejection Sensitivity. Prior work shows that, for people
high in RS, rejection cues interfere with task completion (Berenson et al., 2010) and biases them
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to detect and react in order to prevent rejection (Downey et al., 2004). Yet the specific patterns of
attention deployment underlying these information-processing biases are still relatively unclear.
Elucidating these patterns and processes bridges an important gap in our understanding of how,
in High RS individuals, attention can influence information processing and perhaps influence
their interpretation and memory for rejection events in a way that biases them to extract the
negative aspects of interpersonal interactions at the expense of the positive. Thus, studying how
High RS individuals deploy attention in relation to rejection or social threat cues may provide a
window into the processes underlying individual differences in people’s response to rejection
cues and the maintenance of RS fears.
Taken together, the aim of this dissertation is threefold; (1) to expand our understanding
of patterns of selective attention to social threat cues in High RS individuals – ruling out general
impairment in the functioning of attentional networks important for deploying and controlling
one’s attention, (2) to elucidate the buffering effects of attentional control (self-report and
behavioral) on information-processing biases associated with being highly sensitive to
interpersonal rejection, and (3) to more clearly understand how being RS might undermine
explicit forms of learning and memory resulting in the maintenance of RS fears.
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STUDY	
  1:	
  IS	
  REJECTION	
  SENSITIVITY	
  ASSOCIATED	
  WITH	
  GENERAL	
  IMPAIRMENT	
  IN	
  
ATTENTIONAL	
  NETWORKS	
  FOR	
  ALERTING,	
  ORIENTING,	
  AND	
  EXECUTIVE	
  CONTROL?	
  
Introduction	
  
Attention is said to be a multidimensional system (see Posner, Rueda & Kanske, 2007,
for a review). Corbetta (1998, p. 831) defines attention as “the mental ability to select stimuli,
responses, memories, or thoughts that are behaviorally relevant, among the many others that are
behaviorally irrelevant.” Although there are competing accounts of attention, recent research as
provided strong evidence for the existence of three specific functionally and anatomically
distinct attentional networks: alerting, orienting and executive control (see Posner, Rueda, &
Kanske, 2007, for a review).
Alerting refers to the process of achieving and maintaining a state of awareness and is
important for staying ready to perceive stimuli and take action. There are two types of attention;
phasic alertness (task specific) and intrinsic alertness (a general cognitive control of arousal).
Phasic attention is thought to be foundation for all attentional processes (Parasuraman, Warm &
See, 1998). The ability to alert one’s attention is generally measured by subtracting a cue
condition that gives temporal, but not location, information from a non-cue condition (Fan,
McCandliss, Sommer, Raz & Posner, 2002). Research supports the diagnostic utility of the
alerting measure. For example, Berger, et al (2000) showed that both children and adults can use
cuing information to reduce reaction times to detect targets when the target appears shortly after
a cue is presented. However, children do not show these same abilities when the delay between
cue and target is increased. This has been taken to suggest that the ability to alert has a
developmental trajectory which raises the possibility that adjustment issues in High RS
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individuals may be a result of experiencing harsh rejection at an age when they lacked the
requisite skills to properly control their attention and implement regulation strategies.
Orienting involves prioritizing the selection of information in visual space and includes
the ability to engage, disengage, and shift spatial attention (Dennis et al., 2007). Orienting is
measured as the ability to use cues that provide information about location but not timing to
reduce reaction time to detect the location of a target (Posner, 1980). There are two types of
orienting; exogenous orienting (an external cue captures attention to a specific location) and
endogenous orienting (when a cue, e.g., arrow, directs attention to a specific location). Unguided
visual search (i.e., looking for a “T” amongst an array of “L’s”) also involves endogenous
orienting (Posner, 1980; Treisman, & Gelade, 1980). Orienting paradigms usually measure
orienting by subtracting reaction time on valid cue trials from reaction time on invalid cue trials.
This subtraction method is a measure of one’s ability to use cures to orienting their attention. The
classic finding is that cue locations show a benefit (faster reaction time) over non-cued locations.
Finally, executive attention (selective attention), involves the ability to resolve conflict
among competing responses. Executive functioning is has been measured using task like the
Stroop and Eriksen flanker (Fan et al., 2002). These tasks involve inhibiting or ignoring
irrelevant information to facilitate task completion. This type of attention is important for
planning or decision-making, error detection, new or not well-learned responses, conditions
judged to be difficult or dangerous, regulation of thoughts and feelings, and the overcoming of
habitual actions (Posner, 2004). Executive attention can be indexed by subtracting reaction times
to congruent or neutral stimuli from those to incongruent ones.
Taken together, research on basic attentional skills suggests that attention can be split into
distinct systems for alerting, orienting, and executive control. What is unclear is the relationship
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between the functioning of these attentional networks and vulnerability for developing disorders
like RS. It is possible that the functioning of these networks could be precursors to the
development of High RS or related disorders like anxiety. One possibility is that the ability to
alert, orient, and control one’s attention may make it difficult for individuals to detect, prioritize,
and regulate attention. As such, poor attentional control might lead to difficulty bringing
cognitive resources online to help do things like cognitively reappraise socially threatening
information (Kross, Egner, Ochsner, Hirsch, & Downey, 2007). It is important to note that RS is
described as a cognitive-affective processing dynamic that comes online when rejection is a
possibility and is likely unassociated to the functioning of these networks. However, it is
important to address this possibility by using a paradigm that can simultaneous measure the
functioning of these networks and their relation to High RS to allow for a discussion of exactly
how attention may influence the development of RS and the processing of social threat sources..
Current	
  Study	
  
The Attention Network Test (ANT) has been developed to test one’s ability to alert,
orient, and control one’s attention (Fan, McCandliss, Sommer, Raz, & Posner, 2002). In the
ANT, lower executive attention scores (shorter reaction time) can be interpreted as an enhanced
ability to control one’s attention. Deficits in this network have been linked to certain pathologies.
Specifically, studies using the ANT and variations of this paradigm have provided some
evidence of a selective impairment in the executive control network in Alzheimer's (FernándezDuque & Black, 2006), Borderline Personality Disorder (Posner et al., 2002), Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder (Leskin & White, 2007), and Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity disorder (Mullane,
Corkum, Klein, McLaughlin, & Lawrence, 2011). Studies have also shown deficits in indices of
alerting and executive attention in individuals suffering from mood disorders (e.g., Bora et al.,
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2009; Paelecke-Habermann et al., 2005; Holmes and Pizzagalli, 2008). Collectively, these
studies suggest that psychopathology and possibly other interpersonal adjustments issues, like
those seen in RS individuals, may be linked to baseline differences in the ability to deploy and
control one’s attentional resources.
Hypothesis	
  
The current study uses the ANT as a starting point for understanding attentional biases to
the social threat cues in High RS individuals. The question is to what extent is High RS
associated with impairment in attentional processes underlying alerting, orienting, and executive
control. Previous research by Ayduk et al., 2008 has found a weak negative relationship between
High RS and delay of gratification, for which strong executive functioning is believed to be a
prerequisite. However, delay of gratification and other indicators of executive control, appear to
reduce the negative effects of being high in RS. This study provides indirect evidence suggesting
that RS and attentional functioning are independent systems that interact to influence reactions to
rejection. Thus, to more directly test this idea, the current study will use a well-established
behavioral measure of executive functioning to assess whether RS and attentional functioning are
indeed independent systems. The primary prediction is that RS will be unrelated to deficits in
any of the attentional networks because RS is an affect-driven defensive motivated system
unrelated to general impairment in cognitive performance. That is, in a high RS person,
attentional resources may be diverted by physiological responses to newly encountered threat
cues but these same attentional resources should not be diverted in general cognitive tasks that
include no socially threatening information.
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Methods	
  
Participants	
  
58 Participants (72% female) were recruited to complete the study in exchange for
monetary compensation or course credit, using flyers posted on the campus of Columbia
University. The average age of the participants was 22.31 years (SD = 4.3). Participants reported
their racial or ethnic identification as follows: 19% Asian, 65% Caucasian, 10% AfricanAmerican, 2% Hispanic, 4% multiple or other racial/ethnic identifications (see table 1).
Procedure	
  
Participants completed the study individually, in a windowless room. The session started
by asking participants to read an eye chart, to ensure adequate visual acuity. After the
administration of the task, participants completed a set of background questionnaires, which
included measures of rejection sensitivity and state anxiety.
Upon reporting to the laboratory, participants were brought into a testing room. It was
explained that they would complete an experimental portion first and then be brought into a
separate room to complete a series of questionnaires. Participants completed two experimental
tasks during this session (visual probe and the ANT). For the ANT, participants were given
instructions that described the task and focused specifically on the description of the flankers and
spatial cues (see full description below). Participants read script that explained that they would
be shown an arrow on the screen pointing either to the left or the right and that their task was to
press the button that corresponds to the direction of the CENTRAL arrow as quickly as possible
without making mistakes.
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Experimental	
  Task:	
  
The Attentional Network Task comprised 24 practice trials followed by two buffer trials
and 160 experimental trials. The task required participants to indicate whether a central arrow
pointed left or right. Feedback (a beep which sounded if participants made an error) was given
on practice, but not experimental, trials. The trials reflected the combination of the following
conditions: warning cue (4: no cue, center cue, double cue, or spatial cue), target-arrow location
(2: top or bottom), target-arrow direction (2: left or right), flanker (3: neutral, congruent, or
incongruent). There were six repetitions of each trial type. The experimental trials were
presented in a randomized order and took approximately 15 min to complete (see figure 1)
Each trial consisted of five events. First, there was a centrally located fixation cross
which appeared on the screen during the whole trial, except when displaced by the center cue.
After a random interval (between 400 and 1600 ms), the warning condition was presented for
100 ms, which was either; (1) no warning cue, participants only saw the fixation cross for
100 ms, (2) single center cue, (3) double cue, with one cue above and one below the fixation
cross, or (4) single spatial cue, one cue either above or below the fixation cross. Next, the
centrally located fixation cross was presented alone again for 400 ms, followed by the
simultaneous appearance of five stimuli (target and four flankers) either above or below the
central fixation cross.
The target was a central arrow. The flankers (two each side of the target) were either
arrows or lines, which determined the three flanker conditions: (1) neutral, where the flankers
were lines (e.g., – – ← – –), (2) congruent, where the flankers were arrows pointing in the same
direction as the central target arrow (e.g., ← ← ← ← ←), or (3) incongruent, where the flankers
were arrows pointing in the opposite direction to the target arrow (e.g., → → ← → →). The
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target and flankers were presented until the participant made a response. Participants were asked
to indicate the direction of the center arrow (i.e., whether it was pointing left or right) and press
the appropriate key as quickly and accurately as possible. After their response, the central
fixation cross was displayed for a variable duration, such that the interval between target onset
on one trial and warning cue onset on the next trial was 3500 ms.
Participants then completed several questionnaires including the Rejection Sensitivity
Questionnaire (RSQ; Downey & Feldman, 1996), State version of the State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory (STAI; Spielberger et al., 1983), and a self-report measure of attention control: the
Attentional Control Scale (ACS; Derryberry & Reed, 2002). The Attentional Control Scale was
used as a manipulation check for the ANT. Specifically, the executive functioning component of
the ANT should be negatively correlated with self-reports of attentional control such that as ones
self-reported attentional control increases the amount of difficulty one has on the conflict portion
of the ANT decreases. The questionnaires were administered after the experimental tasks were
complete to minimize fatigue effects.
Questionnaire	
  Measures	
  
Rejection	
  Sensitivity. This study used RS-Personal version of the Rejection Sensitivity
Questionnaire (RSQ) (Downey & Feldman, 1996) developed for college student’s participants.
Participants imagined 18 situations where acceptance or rejection by a significant other is
possible (e.g., “You ask your friend to do you a big favor.”). They indicated the anxiety they
would experience in the situation (1=‘very unconcerned’, 6=‘very concerned’) and the likelihood
they would be accepted (1=‘very unlikely’, 6=‘very likely’). Scores are computed by
multiplying ratings of rejection concern/anxiety by reversed ratings of rejection expectancy in
each situation, and averaging the resulting scores (RS range = 1-36). The RSQ captures the sense
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of threat experienced in personally important situations in which there is uncertainty about
whether one will be accepted or rejected. In the present study the mean RSQ score was 9.72 (SD
=3.33), the range was 17.72, and the scale’s total internal consistency was = .74.
State	
  Anxiety. The state version of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 1983)
was used. It consists of 20 statements measuring subjective feelings of anxiety in a 4-point scale
(0 = almost never; 3 = almost always). In the present study, the mean state anxiety score was
35.89 (SD = 8.54) and the scale’s total internal consistency was a = .80.
Attentional	
  Control	
  Scale. The Attentional Control Scale (ACS; Derryberry & Rothbart,
1988) is a self-report measure of attentional focusing and attentional shifting. The construct of
attentional focusing is defined as “the capacity to intentionally hold the attentional focus on
desired channels and thereby resist unintentional shifting to irrelevant or distracting channels”
and attentional shifting as “the capacity to intentionally shift the attentional focus to desired
channels, thereby avoiding unintentional focusing on particular channels”. The scale contains 20
items that are answered given four response choices (1 = almost never; 2 = sometimes; 3 = often;
4 = always) with higher scores indicating better attentional control. In recent years, the two
scales have been combined under the heading of Attentional Control Scale using the total score
as a measure of people's ability to control attention. In the present study, the mean Attentional
Control score was 2.56 (SD = .45) and the scale’s total internal consistency was a = .84.
ANT:	
  Data	
  Preparation	
  	
  
RTs from trials with errors (2%) and RT outliers (<250 ms and >3 SDs above each
participant's mean; 2% of trials) were excluded. The task produced three attention network
scores. Identical to Fan et al, 2002, a set of cognitive subtractions (described below) was used to
assess activity in the three networks (alerting, orienting, and executive control). The alerting
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effect was calculated by subtracting the mean RT of the double-cue conditions from the mean
RT (ms) of the no-cue conditions. Neither of these conditions provided information about
whether the target stimulus would appear above or below the fixation point. The double cue
helps diffuse attention across target locations, while providing valid information about where the
target will appear. Higher mean scores (i.e., slower reaction time) reflect faster alerting.
The orienting effect was calculated by subtracting the mean RT of the spatial cue
conditions from the mean RT of the center cue. The center and the spatial cue help with alerting
but only the spatial cue provides valid information about where the target is to appear. This helps
participants program and execute orienting behavior to the correct location prior to the
presentation of the target (Fan et al, 2002). The center cue was used as a control because, like the
single cue, it can drive participants to orient to a particular location. Similar to “alerting”, higher
mean scores (i.e., slower reaction time) reflect faster orienting.
The conflict (executive control) effect was calculated by subtracting the mean RT of all
congruent flanking conditions, summed across cue types, from the mean RT of incongruent
flanking conditions. Higher mean “conflict” scores (i.e., slower reaction time) reflect poorer
executive functioning.
Results	
  
Association	
  of	
  RS	
  with	
  Alerting,	
  Orienting	
  and	
  Cognitive	
  Control:	
  
Results shown graphically in figure 3. This set of analysis examines the relationship
between RS and network scores on the ANT. The Alerting, Orienting, and Conflict scores were
submitted to separate one-way GLM Univariate ANOVA with RS entered as a continuous IV
controlling for gender, age, and current mood (state anxiety). However, the first step in the
analysis is to do a manipulation check for the effects of cue type and flanker type on reaction
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time. The manipulation check should show that the incongruent flanker trails cause more
interference (slower RT) and that RT is facilitated (faster) for valid versus invalid cues.
This analysis used a 4 (cue condition: no cue, center cue, double cue, spatial cue) × 3
(flanker type: neutral, congruent, or incongruent) ANOVA of the RT data. There were significant
main effects of cue condition [F (3,55) = 219.651, p < .001], and of flanker type [F (2,56) =
161.794, p < .001]. Additionally, there was a significant interaction between cue condition and
flanker type [F (2,52) = 6.327, p < .001]. Under all cueing conditions, the presence of
incongruent flankers increased RT; however, this effect was enhanced when subjects were given
alerting cues (center or double cues) that contained no spatial information (see table 2 for mean
scores). These results replicate previous finds on the ability of the ANT to isolate specific
attentional components (e.g., Posner et al. 2002). The next set of analyses look directly at the
association of RS with the ability to alert, orient, and cognitively control attentional processes.
None of the analysis yielded significant results. That is, with regards to alerting, there
was a non-significant association between RS and the time it took participants to alert their
attention towards relevant cues and targets F(1,56) = .524, P = ns. The same was true for the
relationship between RS and orienting; F(1,56) = .123, P = ns and RS and conflict; F(1,56) =
.154, P = ns. As predicted, this suggests that RS is not associated with an impaired ability to
direct one’s attention and resolve cognitive conflicts.
Discussion	
  
The aim of this study was to investigate whether RS is related to specific or generalized
impairments in the attentional networks when no processing of affective information is required.
As predicted, RS was not associated with greater interference (i.e., difference between
incongruent and congruent trials) or any cost in disengaging attention from invalidly cued
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locations (i.e., executive functioning). RS was also unrelated to any specific impairments of the
orienting network – a process that specifically requires the endogenous voluntary attention
system – or the alerting network – a process that involves automatic engagement towards
external stimuli or attentional capture.
This pattern of results differs from studies with anxiety and anxiety-related disorders
where pathological anxiety seems to be related to an impoverished functioning of the executive
control network which is directly related to voluntary control of actions or top-down mechanisms
(e.g., Pacheco-Unguetti et al., 2010). Deficits in executive functioning have been linked to dayto-day difficulties associated with these disorders, such as distractibility, intrusive thoughts,
difficulties in controlling thinking or staying focused on a task (Pacheco-Unguetti et al., 2011).
Research on RS (e.g., Berenson et al., 2010) have shown that RS is qualitatively different from
anxiety and perhaps driven by poor self-regulatory responses to rejection cues as a result of
prolonged experiences with rejection as opposed to general biological impairment of attentional
processing. Furthermore, RS is conceptualized as a cognitive-affective processing dynamic that
is brought online in situations where rejection is possible. This means that, through prolonged
experiences with harsh rejection, individuals learn to expect rejection in certain situations and
through maladaptive responses to rejection behave in a manner that result in the very outcome
they are attempting to avoid. Based on the review thus far, it is possible that maladaptive
responses to rejection situations are a result of attentional biases to rejection-relevant
information. As such, study 2 focuses on understanding the association between RS and the
deployment of attentional resources when processing socially threatening information. Study 2
also addresses an unanswered question about the role of attentional control in moderating
attentional biases in RS using both self-report and behavioral measures of attentional control.
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STUDY	
  2:	
  IS	
  REJECTION	
  SENSITIVITY	
  ASSOCIATED	
  WITH	
  INCREASED	
  ATTENTIONAL	
  VIGILANCE	
  
FOR	
  SOCIAL	
  THREAT	
  CUES?	
  
Introduction	
  
A key component of social interaction is the recognition and interpretation of facial cues
(Ekman, 1992; Mayer, Salovey & Caruso, 2008). However, what happens if interpersonal fears,
such as the fear of rejection, bias what is seen and how it is processed? Prior work examining
biases in the perception of social cues has been undertaken primarily using paradigms that
examine alterations in the deployment of attention in populations with heightened social anxiety
(e.g. the dot-probe; MacLeod, Mathews, & Tata, 1986; Garner, Mogg, & Bradley, 2006). Most
models assume a cognitive-motivational perspective where vulnerability to the development of
anxiety is rooted in a lower threshold for appraising threat (Mogg & Bradley, 2004). However,
explanations of what happens once the original threshold is breached has experienced less
agreement although researchers generally agree that threat-related biases fuel anxieties by
depleting cognitive resources necessary for higher-level processing like determining the true
nature of a threat source.
In most studies, the psychopathology or dispositional vulnerability being examined has
been associated with a vigilant pattern of attention deployment, in which during subsequent to
exposure to a threat stimulus, attention remained engaged in the location of that stimulus (e.g.,
Rapee & Heimberg, 1997. This pattern of attention bias has primarily been seen in studies using
manual reaction time responses. However, a few studies have found the opposite pattern,
involving a deployment of attention away from the location where the threat stimulus had been
presented. (Mogg & Bradley 1998; Pine et al., 2005; Berenson et. al, 2010). Research focusing
on the direction of attention deployment more precisely, i.e., using approaches that track
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participants’ eye movements, suggest that attentional avoidance may be a momentary slice of a
vigilant-avoidant pattern, characterized by immediate orientation toward the stimulus followed
by quick disengagement from it (Garner et al., 2006). Of particular interest is the fact that the
studies finding attentional avoidance involved Participants who were likely to have interpersonal
and relational difficulties similar to that of RS Individuals. Thus, discrepancies in the overall
findings of patterns of attentional deployment within anxieties may be due to the fact that
different types of anxiety and anxiety-related disorders vary in the functional consequences of
attentional avoidance and vigilance. That is, for certain subsets of anxiety disorders, attentional
avoidance may reduce certain threats in a social situation and increase threats in others and given
the close relationship between RS and anxiety, it should be possible to extend these models to
the investigation of threat biases in RS. Of interest is whether RS individuals exhibit a vigilantavoidant pattern of attentional deployment to social threat cues and whether attentional control
(i.e., executive functioning) augments this pattern.
To the later point, the regulation of attention in the face of rejection cues has been
proposed to play a significant role in the maintenance of RS. Focusing attention away from
arousing aspects of a rejection experience has been found to attenuate hostile and angry feelings
(Ayduk, Mischel, & Downey, 2002). Similarly, the ability to control attention mediates the
relationship between RS and negative outcomes such as interpersonal difficulties and
compromised well-being (Ayduk et al., 2000). Furthermore, studies using neuroimaging
techniques have found that Low RS individuals, in comparison to high RS individuals, show
greater activity in cognitive control areas when processing rejection-related cues (Kross, Egner,
Ochsner, Hirsch, & Downey, 2007). Taken together, available findings link RS and attentional
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processes and suggest that attention regulation may play a significant role in attenuating some of
the maladaptive responses to rejection experiences.
Thus, the purpose of this study is twofold. 1) To more clearly understand attentional
biases in RS by analyzing parameters more directly related to the orientation and maintenance of
attention (via the measurement of eye-movements) on rejection-related, or that which can
generally construed as socially threatening, information 2) to more directly assess the attenuation
effect of the interaction of RS and attentional control on patterns of attention vigilance to social
threat cues using both self-report and behavioral measures attentional control (the executive
function portion of the ANT from study 1). The purpose of the second goal is to extend previous
research on RS by using a behavioral measure of executive functioning to assess whether
attentional control can reduce the predicted vigilance for threat cues in RS individuals. Finding
evidence for this relationship would support the view that RS and attentional control operate as
independent systems that work in conjunction to reduce attentional biases in RS.
Current	
  Study	
  
Measuring	
  Selective	
  Attention	
  to	
  Social	
  Threat	
  Cues:	
  
It is unremarkable that eye movements are fundamental in the operation of the visual
system and cognitive processing. It is equally unremarkable that not only the properties of the
visual world, but also the processes within a person’s mind are important in the global control of
eye movements (Richardson & Spivey, 2004). Given the relationship between eye movements
and cognitive processing, it should be possible to identify attentional biases associated with RS
by studying patterns of eye movements to social threat cues. Because attention precedes a
saccade, the tracking of the direction of saccades should enable one to track reallocations in
attention. Thus, the movement of saccades ought to correspond to the movement of the brain’s
processing. Through the investigation of fixations, the images that a person finds visually salient
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may be monitored. Thus, attentional biases may be identified by the analysis of the amount of
time one spends fixating images displaying various emotional expressions. To this end, the
current study uses a selective attention paradigm (i.e., the pictorial version of the visual cueing
paradigm) to investigate attentional biases in individuals sensitive to rejection.
Using the visual cueing paradigm, the current study analyzes parameters related to realtime measurements of the orientation and maintenance of attention to social threat cues. The
visual cueing paradigm assesses ones ability to selectively allocate attention to visual stimuli
varying in emotional content (see description below). The first parameter of interest is the initial
shift of attention (i.e., the programming and execution of a saccade from the initial fixation
location); the second is the gaze duration on the first fixated picture (the sum of all the fixations
on the first picture fixated on before looking away). Reaction time for a button press will also be
measured gauge the level of correspondence between the visual processing of social threat cues
and subsequent task-relevant button press.
Hypothesis	
  
Conceptualizing RS as an activation of the Defensive Motivational System—where the
DMS is activated by the potential of danger (e.g., rejection), and physiological responses to
newly encountered threat-congruent information are intensified and physiological responses to
threat-incongruent information are attenuated—it is hypothesized that sensitivity to rejection will
be a predictor of a bias to quickly orient one’s attention to socially threatening information
(higher percentage of first saccades to threatening information), increased vigilance for (gaze
duration) socially threatening information followed by longer reaction times to social threat cues
(avoidance)
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That is, rejection sensitive individuals will have a higher percentage of first saccades
(orientation) to threatening stimuli in comparison to pleasant stimuli. Socially threatening stimuli
are the most visually salient for RS individuals and as a result they should show a bias to orient
toward social threat-relevant stimuli. With respect to gaze duration, it is predicted that RS
individuals will spend more time (longer gaze durations) looking at socially threatening stimuli
because, as predicted by the DMS, RS individuals both anxiously expect and readily perceive
negativity in social stimuli and deploy a maladaptive strategy of attentional vigilance when in the
context of a socially threatening situation. Therefore, social threat cues should serve to harness
the attention of RS individuals thus increasing their bias to selectively allocate their attention
towards threatening stimuli. However, it is important to note that, based on previous research on
RS (Ayduk et al. 2008), this relationship should be attenuated by measures of attentional control.
Participants	
  

Method	
  

95 Participants (74% female) were recruited to complete the study in exchange for
monetary compensation or course credit, using flyers posted on the campus of Columbia
University. Average age of the participants was 22.42 years (SD = 4.5). Participants reported
their racial or ethnic identification as follows: 19% Asian, 65% Caucasian, 10% AfricanAmerican, 2% Hispanic, 4% multiple or other racial/ethnic identifications. Note that these
participants include some of the same participants from study 1. Study 1 has 58 participants but
more subjects were run to increase power in study 2. This was done in order to test the joint
effects of attentional control and RS on the reduction of the predicted attentional bias to social
threat stimuli. More specifically, past research has used self-report measures of attentional
control but study 2 will use both self-report (Derryberry attentional control scale) and behavioral
measures (ANT conflict score from study 1) of attentional control to assess whether attentional
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control can effectively eliminate any attentional bias to social threat that is associated with being
RS.
Procedure	
  
Participants completed the study individually, in a windowless room. The session started
by asking participants to read an eye chart, to ensure adequate visual acuity, followed by the
visual cueing task. After the administration of the task, participants completed a set of
background questionnaires, which included measures of rejection sensitivity and the state portion
of the state-trait anxiety questionnaire.
Upon reporting to the laboratory, participants were brought into a testing room. It was
explained that they would complete an experimental portion first and then be brought into a
separate room to complete a series of questionnaires. Participants were also told that they would
be viewing pictures and responding to stimuli on a computer screen while having their eye
movements monitored.
Materials	
  
Eye movements were tracked using an ISCAN RK-469 remote eye-tracker. All eye data
was recorded as screen coordinates (e.g., using 800 × 600 pixels). Saccades were defined as
sequences of sampled fixation coordinates spanning at least 0.5° of visual angle, for which the
velocity of movement exceeded 40° per second, beginning and ending when velocities fell below
20° per second. Remaining samples constituted fixations if they had a minimum duration of 50
milliseconds. For each scene, the computer program Matlab was used to draw polygons around
the photos and the fixation cross with a margin of approximately 1° of visual angle to identify
fixated regions. Gazes were defined as beginning at the onset of a fixation within a polygon and
ending with offset of the last fixation within it. Thus, the duration of saccades within a polygon
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contributed to gaze durations (see Irwin, 2004). Once the polygons were defined for each picture,
the data files were processed to create fixations and saccades. After the fixations and saccades
were determined the fixation files were run through another routine that labeled the locations of
the fixations and collapsed the fixations into gazes (which began when the eye entered a polygon
and ended when it left the region regardless of the number of fixations within the polygon). This
information determined the participants’ direction of gaze, which allowed for an analysis that
determined what objects were being fixated on and for exactly how long.
Visual	
  cueing	
  paradigm:	
  
Participants completed a pictorial version of the visual cueing paradigm identical to that
used in previous work (Mogg et al., 2004). The task, which was programmed with E-Prime
software, involved 20 practice trials and 160 experimental trials, with an inter-trial interval of 1
second. Each trial started with a central fixation cross for 500 ms followed by presentation for
1500 ms of a pair of photograph stimuli (described below), on a standard computer monitor
positioned 100 cm in front of the participant. Each photograph was approximately 45 × 75 mm,
and they were presented side-by-side on the screen, with a distance of 115 mm between their
centers (see figure 2). Following the offset of the paired stimuli, an arrow (pointing either up or
down) appeared in the location of one of the photographs. Participants were asked to press one of
two buttons on a response box to identify the direction of the arrow as quickly as possible, and
reaction times and eye movements were measured. Lights in the room were dimmed for this task,
and the experimenter was seated behind the participant.
Identical to Mogg et al. (2004), the photographic stimuli showed the faces of 32
individuals with threatening expressions and 32 with pleasant ones. Each emotional face was
paired with a photograph of the same person with a neutral expression. In addition, 16 neutral
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face pairs were also used in filler trials. The set of trials was constructed in a new random order
for each Participant, with an equal, random distribution of the location of the emotional face
(right vs. left), the location of the arrow (right vs. left), the direction of the arrow (up vs. down),
and emotional expression of the experimental pairs (threatening vs. pleasant).
Questionnaire	
  Measures	
  
Rejection	
  Sensitivity. This study used the same RS questionnaire as study 1. In the present
study the mean RSQ score was 9.72 (SD =3.33), the range was 15.89, and the scale’s total
internal consistency was = .74.
State	
  Anxiety. The state version of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 1983)
was used. It consists of 20 statements measuring subjective feelings of anxiety in a 4-point scale
(0 = almost never; 3 = almost always). In the present study, the mean state anxiety score was
35.89 (SD = 8.54), the range was 35, and the scale’s total internal consistency was a = .80.
Attentional	
  Control	
  Scale. This is the same scale used in study 1. The mean Attentional
Control score was 2.56 (SD = .45), the range was 1.95, and the scale’s total internal consistency
was a = .70.
Results	
  
Preliminary	
  Analyses:	
  Reaction	
  Time	
  Data	
  
The reaction time data used for analyses of attention deployment were first prepared
according to standard recommendations. After removing the reaction times for incorrect
responses and those less than 200 ms from the data set, the mean and SD of each Participants
reaction times were computed, and trials more than 2 SDs above the Participants mean were
removed. RS was not correlated with the rate of incorrect responses, reaction times outside the
allowable range, or the mean reaction time for scores within this range (All Ps > .4),
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Bias scores were then computed for each emotional expression (threatening, pleasant). To
compute the bias scores, the RT for identifying probes in the location of the neutral face were
subtracted from the RT for identifying probes in the location of the emotional face. Hence,
positive scores indicate attention bias toward the emotional face, and negative scores indicate
attention bias away from the emotional face. By taking account of the Participants overall
processing speed, this approach eliminates possible individual differences in overall speed.
All data were analyzed controlling for appropriate demographic (e.g., sex) and general
functioning measures (e.g., current mood).
Relationship	
  between	
  RS	
  and	
  attention	
  deployment	
  to	
  social	
  threat	
  (reaction	
  time)	
  
Bias scores for threat-neutral and pleasant-neutral picture pairs were entered into a
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with type of emotion (threatening vs.
pleasant) as the within-subjects variable. RS was entered into the model as a continuous variable.
Analyses controlled for sex, age, and state-anxiety. Results revealed an emotion × RS
interaction F(1,84) = 3.22, p < .05, suggesting that the two types of emotional information were
processed differently as a function of RS. Posthoc test show that RS was associated with being
slower to detect a probe in the location of a socially threatening stimulus b = -26.16, t(84) = 2.601, p < .05. Parallel analysis with pleasant stimuli did not reveal any statistically significant
differences b = .244, t(84) = .203, p = ns.
To summarize, using reaction time, RS was associated with and attentional bias away
from social threat (slower reaction time), controlling for sex, age, and current mood. To build
upon this finding, the next section tests whether this pattern of attention (as measured using RT)
would correspond to patterns of attention deployment to social threat measured while the stimuli
where on the screen.
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One criticism of the reaction time measured in the visual probe paradigm is that it does
not provide an extemporaneous measurement of attentional deployment. The nature of the design
is such that one must infer from the RT of the button press that the slower RT associated with RS
individuals is indicative of attentional avoidance for the social threat cues. In other words, one
must assume that RS individuals were slower to detect the probe in the location of the threat cue
because they were looking away from the threat cue when the probe replaced it. In order to
address this criticism, the next section focuses on orienting and vigilance behavior by analyzing
eye movements. Eye movements are a more direct measure of attentional bias as they were
measured while the stimuli were on the screen, thus they may explain why RS individuals show
slower RTs to social threat cues by elucidating the manner in which RS individuals visually
engage with social threat sources. The prediction is that the eye movement data will show greater
orienting (choice of where to initially deploy ones attention) and maintenance (total time spent
looking at a social threat source vs. a non-threat source) of attention on threat cues for RS
individuals.
On the surface, the predictions for eye movements and RT may perhaps appear
contradictory. However, predictions are in line with models that predict a vigilant-avoidant
pattern of attention deployment in social anxiety (e.g., Mogg & Bradley, 1998) and the RS model
in general. The vigilant-avoidant model argues that attention is initially directed more efficiently
to threat, but that this initial period of threat vigilance is followed by later avoidance of threat. To
date, only one study has tested this possibility in the RS sample (Berenson et al., 2010) however,
it was a reaction time study and thus the conclusion that RS is associated with avoidance of
social threat cues has to be further explored primarily because eye tracking could reveal that the
“avoidance” result is actually a reflection of vigilant-avoidant pattern. This possibility is
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supported by studies using the Stroop (e.g., Berenson, et al. 2010) and Startle Probe (Downey et
al., 2004) that suggest that RS is associated with task interference and a greater startle response
to rejection cues. These studies suggest that RS is associated with “early vigilance” for social
threat while the RT results suggest RS is associated with avoidance. Thus, it is possible that eye
tracking and RT together will bridge the results and reveal a vigilant-avoidant pattern of attention
deployment that can’t be directly tested with the Stroop or the RT version of the dot-probe
paradigm.
Eye	
  Movement	
  Direction:	
  
Results shown graphically in figure 4. Eye movement direction (EM-Direction) was
determined by calculating an eye movement direction bias score. The bias score was computed
by dividing number of trials in which the first EM (saccade) was toward the critical picture
(threatening or pleasant) by the total number of trials with EMs. For example, the EM-Direction
bias score for threatening stimuli was the number of trials where the first EM was toward the
threatening face divided by the total number of trials where there was an EM to the threat-neutral
picture pair (scores above 50% represent a bias to orient towards threatening stimuli).
Calculations were identical for the pleasant-neutral picture pairs.
EM-direction bias scores for threat-neutral and happy-neutral bias scores were entered
into a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with type of emotion (threatening vs.
happy) as the within-subjects variable and the continuous rejection sensitivity score as the
independent variable. Results revealed a main effect of emotion on the direction of first saccades
F(1, 84) = 6.971, p < .001. That is, the percent of first saccades to threat-relevant stimuli (M =
61%) was greater than the percent of first saccades on happy stimuli (M = 55%) regardless of the
level of RS. This was not subsumed under a significant emotion (threat vs. happy) × RS
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interaction, F(1,84) = .826, p = ns. This suggests that RS did not affect early attentional
deployment to social threat vs. happy emotional stimuli but perhaps might influence more
controlled engagement and disengagement of attention with social threat cues. The next section
looks at more sustained attention to social threat stimuli vs. happy stimuli by analyzing the
amount of time (i.e., gaze duration) individuals spend engaging with the social threat stimuli as a
function of RS.
Gaze	
  Duration:	
  
This analysis used a Repeated Measures (RM) GLM ANOVA to assess group differences
in the amount of attention allocated (gaze duration) to the first pictured fixated on. The model
used one factor RM-ANOVA where the within subjects factor is picture type (threat vs. happy).
RS was entered into the model as a continuous variable. As predicted, RS was associated with
greater vigilance for threat. That is, there was a significant RS × picture type (threat vs. happy)
interaction, such that RS significantly predicts the amount time participants spend looking at
social threat vs. happy pictures, F(1,84) = 4.349; P = 04. In order to unpack the interaction,
individual regressions (i.e., simple slopes) were run on the bias scores for the social threat and
happy pictures. Results show that, in the social threat condition, RS is significantly related to
longer gaze durations (i.e., larger positive bias score), b = 5.850, t(84) = 2.059, p = .04. A
parallel analysis was run for the relationship between RS and the bias scores to happy pictures
but there were no significant effects of RS, b = 3.187, t(84) = 1.195, p = .236 (see figure 5).
To summarize, results suggest that RS is associated with spending more time attending to
social threat cues, although, RS was not associated with differences in the amount of time spent
attending to pleasant cues. It is important to note that this result is different from the pattern of
results found using reaction time (this discrepancy is discussed in detail below). Having
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established the predicted social threat bias in RS individuals, the next section looks to test
attenuating effects of executive control on the vigilance (i.e., gaze duration) demonstrated in RS
individuals.
Moderation	
  of	
  Threat	
  Bias	
  in	
  RS	
  by	
  Attentional	
  Control	
  
This analysis looks at the relationship between RS and Attentional control using a selfreport (Derryberry attentional control scale) and behavioral measure of attentional control (ANT
from study 1).
Correlation analyses indicated that RS was negatively correlated with self-reported
attentional (r(96) = -.419, p < 001.) but RS was uncorrelated with the ANT measure (study 1) of
Executive Control (EC) (r(58) = .002, p =.985). In addition, the self-reported EC was
uncorrelated with the behavioral (ANT) measure of EC. When RS and EC (Self-Report and ANT
entered in separate models) were entered into GLM analysis as main effects, each continued to
explain significant variance (ANT was marginally non-significant) in threat bias (gaze duration
on threat) controlling for the effect of the other (F = 4.958, p = .028 for self-reported EC and F =
2.124, p = .1 for the ANT).
The next set of analysis examined the critical moderation hypothesis between RS and EC
by conducting GLM univariate ANOVA on threat bias with RS, EC (self-report and ANT
conflict score from study 1 in separate models) and their interaction as predictors. All predictors
were Z-scored. Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the results from this analysis. Parameter estimates
used to plot the results can be found in the notes section of Figure 6 and Figure 7.
Consistent with predictions, the RS × ECself-report interaction was significant F(1,91) =
4.068, p = .047.). Simple slopes analyses indicated that among people low in EC (i.e., 1 SD
below the mean) RS was positively related to threat bias (b = .329, t(94) = 2.326, p =.02)
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whereas among people high in EC (i.e., 1 SD above the mean), the effect of RS was nonsignificant (b = .057 , t(91) = -.368, p = .71). Furthermore, among high RS people (i.e., 1 SD
above the mean), EC was negatively associated threat bias (b = -.446 , t(91) = -3.456, p < .05). In
contrast, among low RS people (i.e., 1 SD below the mean), EC was unrelated threat bias (b = .332, t(91) = -1.124, p = ns). Analysis using the ANT as a measure for EC (actual behavior)
shows the same pattern; however results were marginally significant (group BY face type
interaction: F(1,54) = 1.23, P = .08). One issue was that, due to an experimental software issue,
the sample size was considerably smaller for the ANT (N = 58) vs. the Derryberry (N = 91).
These findings did not change as a function of sex, age, or current mood (i.e., state anxiety) (sex
× age × state anxiety × RS × EC interaction, F < 1).
As a further test of the relationship between attentional control threat bias we ran another
GLM repeated measures ANOVA to see if wither the Derryberry or the ANT were significant
predictors of the threat bias controlling for sex and age. Neither the Derryberry nor the ANT
measures of attentional control significantly predict threat bias; (F = .056; P = .813 and F = 1.045
P = .311, respectively). This suggests that, consistent with predictions; attention control acts to
attenuate attentional biases to social threat in RS individuals but does not independently augment
how individuals engage with social threat sources.
Discussion	
  
Study 2 provides support for the hypothesis that RS is associated with selective attention
to threat cues and that executive functioning attenuates this relationship. Specifically, RS was
associated with greater sustained attention (i.e., longer gaze durations) on social threat cues. This
is consistent with theory and previous research that suggests that social threat cues serve to
harness the attention of RS individuals (Downey et al., 2004; Berenson et al., 2010). Results are
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also consistent with theory and research regarding the relationship between RS and executive
control. Specifically, RS was positively related to social threat bias among those low in EC. In
contrast, the relationship between RS and social threat bias was attenuated among those high in
EC. The pattern of findings was similar when EC was operationalized either by a self-report
measure of attentional control or a behavioral measure of executive functioning (ANT conflict
score from study 1).
It is important to note that self-reported executive control and the behavioral measure of
executive control (ANT) were not significantly correlated with each other and yet they affected
the link between RS and social threat bias similarly. Executive control is important for inhibiting
task-irrelevant information in a way that helps facilitate the completion of a primary task (Casey,
et al., 2002) and it is possible that the two measures used in this study tap into executive control
at different levels of processing. Whereas the Derryberry measures effective management of
attention, the ANT likely is a more heterogeneous construct, requiring not only spatial selective
attention (e.g., using spatial cues to predict the location of a target), but also tapping into
cognitive control (e.g., inhibiting interference from incongruent flankers). Nevertheless, the
similarity of findings across these two measures illustrates the robustness of the role played by
executive control in buffering, although perhaps not completely, against the maladaptive
consequences of the RS dynamics.
It is also important to note that the reaction time results differed from the gaze duration
results. That is, reaction time suggests that RS is associated with avoidance of social threat cues
but the gaze duration results suggests that RS is associated with vigilance for threat cues. This
pattern of results has been a major point of contention in the literature, particularly as it pertains
to the seemingly disparate models of patterns of attentional deployment predicted for anxiety and
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anxiety-related disorders. Initial research has converged on the initial shift of attention as the
attentional process that is most likely to be affected. However, expanded research has
investigated the attentional dwell time or disengagement of resources from threatening stimuli in
anxious individuals (Fox et al., 2001). The general idea is that it necessary to assess not only
where attention is allocated, but also how long a given stimulus may maintain attention
(Brockmole & Boot, 2009).
Although study 2 measures dwell time it cannot speak to differences in time to
disengagement from social threat cues. This is an import limitation given that the increased dwell
time (gaze duration) and slower RT (avoidance) creates two possible explanations. One
possibility is that increased dwell time could reflect increased or prolonged anxiety states and the
other possibility is that increased dwell time could reflect an inability to shift attention away
from a socially threatening stimulus (Koster et al., 2006). These disparate explanations can be
interpreted as support for the suggestion that patterns of attention deployment vary in their
functional significance (i.e., coping mechanism vs. threat detection) for different subsets of
disorders. For example, recent research by Legerstee et al. (2008) and Waters, Mogg and
Bradley (2012) found that patterns of attention deployment (vigilant vs. avoidant) – as assessed
by the visual probe – predicted how anxious children responded to cognitive behavioral therapy.
That is, anxious children that entered the study with a pre-treatment attentional bias towards
threat showed a greater reduction in symptom severity and the likelihood of meeting diagnostic
criteria for anxiety disorders at post-treatment assessment relative to anxious children who
showed a pre-treatment attention bias away from threat. This suggests that there is a functional
consequence to having an attentional bias but it is unclear at what level this bias has the greatest
impact on information processing.
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The latter possibility will be address in study 3. That is, study 3 addresses the question of
whether RS individuals seemingly vigilant-avoidant pattern of attention deployment has a unique
impact on memory for task-relevant information. More specifically, Study 3 addresses the
question of how attentional process related to appraisal, orienting, and sustained attention to
social threat cues might undermine learning and memory in RS individuals. This study was
designed to address a larger question about the process by which rejection fears are maintained
by examining how task-relevant corrective information is encoded and retrieved in RS
individuals when placed in a performance evaluative situation that includes considerable
negative (rejection-related) feedback.

STUDY	
  3:	
  DOES	
  REJECTION	
  SENSITIVITY	
  INFLUENCE	
  SUBSEQUENT	
  MEMORY	
  AND	
  MODERATE	
  
NEURAL	
  PROCESSES	
  UNDERLYING	
  ENCODING	
  AND	
  RETRIEVAL?	
  
Introduction
Research suggests that rejection sensitivity is a cognitive-affective processing dynamic
that that biases the detection of rejection cues and prepares the individual react intensely to the
possibility of rejection – triggering in the very outcome they fear (Downey, Freitas, Michaelis, &
Khouri, 1998). However, to date, only one study has investigated the relationship between RS
and learning processes that may help explain why RS individuals maintain their anxious
expectations of rejection (Olsson, Carmona, Downey, Bolger & Ochsner, 2013). The general
finding is that RS is associated with being more easily conditioned to angry faces and a greater
resistance to extinction when the conditioned stimulus is rejection-relevant as opposed to a
neutral stimulus or an object. A similar result has been found in individuals with social anxiety;
where high socially anxious individuals show a conditioned response to negative as compared to
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positive and neutral stimuli (Lissek et al., 2008; Peijic, Hermann, Vaitl, & Stark, 2013). Taken
together, these studies suggest that high RS individuals may not effectively deploy cognitive
control mechanism that would aid in the down-regulation of intense reactions to rejection. This
hypothesis is consistent with research showing heightened amygdala activation (e.g., startle
response) and less activation of cognitive control regions when high RS individuals process
rejection-themed stimuli (Burklund, Eisenberger, & Lieberman, 2007; Downey et al., 2004;
Kross et al., 2007). It is also consistent with research showing the ability to reappraise socially
threatening situations can reduce some of the negative interpersonal consequences associated
with being high RS (e.g., Ayduk, Mischel, & Downey, 2002; Ayduk et al., 2008; Gyurak &
Ayduk, 2007; study 2 in the dissertation).
Though informative, these studies do not investigate how reactions to socially threatening
information (e.g., a romantic partner declining to join you for dinner) may influence the explicit
encoding and retrieval of events in episodic memory. Although previous studies using fear
conditioning and Stroop interference paradigms address issues with implicit memory and
response selection, respectively, they cannot address the consequences of attentional vigilance or
avoidance of social threat cues on the ability to explicitly encode events in which these cues are
present. The inability to properly encode the actual outcomes of social interactions where
rejection was possible, but did not occur, may serve to further perpetuate RS to the extent that
individuals high in RS are lacking explicit access to event outcomes that could be used to
consciously down-regulate emotions in subsequent situations where rejection might occur. In
other words, RS may effectively function in the same manner as divided attention. In doing so,
RS might increase vulnerability to errors in memory for explicit information by sapping
resources needed for higher order processing.
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This possibility is supported by research on attention and memory. Specifically, episodic
encoding has been shown to be particularly vulnerable to impairment by reduced attentional
resources to task-relevant information (e.g., Mangels, Picton, & Craik, 2001). For example,
divided attention tasks that reduce attentional resources at the point of encoding have been
shown to impact explicit tests of recall and recognition (Craik, Govoni, Benjamin & Anderson,
1996) while leaving implicit test such as word-fragment completion unscathed (Parkin, Reid, &
Russo,1990). This is particularly relevant given that previous research (e.g., Berenson et al.,
2010, Mogg, Garner, & Bradley, 2007) has found that attentional processes in anxious and RS
individuals may be disrupted both with regard to defensive avoidance and or excessive focus on
rejection (e.g., an inability to disengage). Disruptions in attention in either of these directions
should have costs to successful episodic encoding. Avoidance as a general coping strategy can
serve to perpetuate preexisting expectations about rejection as may deprive people of
opportunities to confront schema-inconsistent information (e.g., acceptance) in a way that may
ultimately alter those schemas. Vigilance, on the other hand, might affect information processing
by prioritizing the processing of specific threat-related cues, which may affect one’s the ability to
disengage from threat stimuli effectively reducing the processing of other contextual information
(Mariann, Weiericha, Treata, & Hollingworth, 2006). Therefore, attentional avoidance and/or
vigilance for rejection cues may be an impediment to resolving interpersonal problems by
biasing information processing and interfering with critical learning that may aid appraisal and
reappraisal of socially threatening situations.
This question is also motivated by the conceptualization of RS as an automatic
defensively motivated system (DMS) that is elicited by cues of rejection. In a RS person, when
the DMS is activated by the potential of danger, in their case rejection, physiological responses
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to newly encountered threat-congruent cues are intensified and physiological responses to threatincongruent cues are attenuated (Downey, Mougios, Ayduk, London & Shoda, 2004). In other
words, the DMS facilitates the monitoring and detection of threat-relevant cues and prepares the
individual for swift response once cues of danger are detected. In individuals with high
sensitivity to rejection, it is believed that the DMS is activated automatically in circumstances
when the threat of rejection is salient. It is believed that the heightened activation of the DMS in
RS individuals may explain the heightened readiness with which RS individuals perceive
rejection in other’s behavior and this process could have implications for how information is
encoded and retrieved.
Thus, the primary question is to what extent does high RS individuals tendency to
anxiously expect and readily perceive rejection cues interfere with episodic encoding and
retrieval of corrective information? One way to answer this question is to use methods that can
measure the temporal course of the registration of and reaction to performance feedback
information that signals how well one is performing on a task. This type of information may
provide a means for measuring time-locked emotional and attentional responses (at the neural
level) to performance feedback that influence how information is encoded and retrieved.
One such method is Electroencephalography (EEG). EEG is a non-invasive technique
that measures brain activity elicited at the scalp. EEG provides a direct and accurate recording of
the temporal course of voltage changes caused by sensory, motor or cognitive events (Friedman,
Cycowicz, & Gaeta, 2001), in the form of event-related potentials (ERPs). EEG is particularly
useful for diagnosing clinical disorders like epilepsy (see, Niedermeyer & Da Silva, 2004) but
has also been widely used to index cognitive process related to recognizing when someone
makes a simple mistake like pressing the wrong button (e.g., Luck, 2005), orienting to
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unexpected or novel stimuli like high confidence errors (e.g., Mangels et al., 2006), or sustained
attention to information that is motivationally-relevant (Cuthbert, Schupp, Bradley, Birbaumer,
& Land, 2000). Research has also identified waveforms related to successful encoding of verbal
information (e.g. learning feedback) (Butterfields & Mangels, 2003; Mangels et al., 2006;
Mangels, Picton, & Craik, 2001). Collectively, these waveforms may be used to understand how
emotional and attentional responses to performance feedback (i.e., accuracy; correct vs.
incorrect) and corrective information (i.e., the correct answer to a question) at the neural level,
might affect behavior (i.e., subsequent memory) in general and as a function of RS.
Current	
  Study	
  
Previous research on learning and memory suggests that affective responses to error
detection and negative performance feedback can interfere with learning (Mangels et al., 2011).
However, to date, there is no research linking RS to the disruption of encoding and retrieval of
task-relevant corrective information. This question is important as theory and research suggest
that the maintenance of anxiety and anxiety-related disorders (e.g., rejection sensitivity) may be
caused by hypervigilant processing of social threat cues or maladaptive self-regulatory processes
(e.g., rumination - Beilock et al., 2007) that may affect the way information is encoded and
remembered. This hypothesis is supported by growing evidence suggesting impairments in
higher order processing of social stimuli in social phobia, including reduced efficiency of visual
scanning (Horley, Williams, Gonsalvez & Gordon, 2004), atypical orienting (e.g., slower
amygdala response to emotional stimuli: Campbell, et al. 2007) and poor recall of information
(e.g., Mellings & Alden, 2000). As such, RS individuals, who share many of the characteristics
associated with social phobia, may show evidence of deficits in higher order processing like use
of corrective feedback to aid in error correction.
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To this end, the current study used a counterbalanced blocked design where accuracy
feedback during the initial test phase was either social (disapproving face paired with an audio
file which played the word “incorrect” or an approving face paired with an audio file which
played the word “correct”) or nonsocial (incorrect: red asterisk paired with low tone; correct:
green asterisk paired with high tone). Expressions of disgust are of particular relevance in the
present context as disgust suggests a negative evaluation of one’s current behavior (Amir,
Klumpp, Elias, Bedwell, Yanasak, & Miller, 2005), and may elicit emotions such as shame and
guilt (Elison, 2005) and should be particularly salient to high RS individuals.
Gender	
  specific	
  activation	
  of	
  RS	
  in	
  response	
  to	
  performance	
  feedback	
  
Bonita London and colleagues (London et al., 2013) have developed a gender specific RS
model to understand how being a female in a male dominated environment can undermine
achievement. Using a gender specific RS measure, they found that situations where women are
historically underrepresented (e.g., corporate office) or situations that require one to show
assertion (e.g., answering a question in a science course) trigger more anxious expectations of
rejection in women as compared to men. They also found that, high gender RS women in
competitive male dominant environments (i.e., law school) reported experiencing more
invisibility and inequitable treatment, perceived a more sexist climate, reported more academic
self-silencing, felt a lower sense of belonging, and perceived a reduction in their academic
engagement. Although the current study did not use the gender-RS scale the current study does
use a paradigm and scenario (answering difficult questions and receiving performance feedback
from a older male described as a professor) that should uniquely impact the performance of high
RS women. Specifically, London and colleagues tested the specificity of the feedback source and
its ability to trigger gender-based RS fears by changing the gender of the professor providing the
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feedback. They found that changing the gender of the professor from male to female eliminated
between-gender differences self-reported academic self-silencing, sense of belonging, and
perceived academic engagement. This suggests that evaluative situations like the one used in this
study should be effective in educing RS fears that should uniquely impact performance for high
RS females.
There are three primary questions (1) How does the processing of performance feedback
affect encoding and retrieval of subsequent corrective information in RS individuals, (2) Does
this relationship differ depending on whether the task and feedback are framed as social vs.
nonsocial (3) Do any of these apparent relationships differ across genders (female vs. male)?
Hypothesis	
  
To measure the predicted relationship between gender, RS, performance feedback, and
successful encoding and retrieval of corrective information the present study capitalized on the
use of high temporal resolution event-related potentials (ERPs). The current study focuses on
four waveforms in particular: the feedback-related negativity (FRN), an early orienting response
(P3a), the late positive potential (LPP), and the relative difference in negativity elicited for later
remembered and forgotten items (i.e., difference due to memory).
The FRN is an automatic frontal central negative going ERP component that peaks at 250
ms following outcome presentation and it is typically larger for negative outcomes than for
positive ones (i.e., sensitive to outcome valence; Hajack, MacNamara, & Olvet, 2010) Thus, the
FRN appears to rapidly detect whether the feedback information a person receives conflicts with
current goals (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). The P3a is a positive going ERP component, pronounced
at the frontal central sites, which peaks at about 300 to 600 after stimuli onset. It has been
proposed that the P3a is sensitive to outcome magnitude and probability of an event occurring,
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the detection of involuntary switching of attention to a deviant event, and is sensitive to
subjective expectation (Simons, 2010). This suggests that the P3a may be useful for measuring
RS individual’s response to performance feedback that to unexpected outcomes (e.g., a high
confidence error or a low confidence correct response). Both components are believed to be
localized in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC), which has been linked to adaptive control of
behavior, reward anticipation, decision-making, impulse control and emotion (e.g., Botvinick,
2007).
The LPP, on the other hand, tracks more sustained processing of motivationally relevant
information (e.g., Hajcak, Macnamara, & Olvet, 2010; Schupp et al., 2000), and is modulated by
appraisals of emotionally evocative stimuli (Hajack, Moser, Simons, 2006). Recent research has
shown that “motivational-relevant” information extends to situations where one’s performance is
being monitored. For example, research by Mangels, Good, Whiteman, Maniscalco, and Dweck,
2012, showed that the LPP was associated with heightened attention to negative feedback in a
challenging math problem solving task. Specifically, the LPP was related to poor learning, and
less efficient use of learning resources (i.e., tutor). This is interesting given that research in
emotion regulation show that reappraisal techniques, like reinterpreting emotional stimuli as less
intense, can reduce the LPP response (Hajcak & Nieuwenhuis, 2006). The argument is that
reappraisal techniques work by changing the meaning of the stimuli (Hajcak & Nieuwenhuis,
2006) or changing its relative importance (Schupp et al., 2007) and is consistent with the notion
that the LPP may be sensitive to people’s motivations. Thus, the LPP should be sensitive to the
variations in the amount of sustained attention to information about failures. As such, the
tendency for rejection cues (operationalized in this study as disapproving face indicating failure)
to harness the attention of RS individuals (as seen in study 2) might amplify the LPP and
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potentially interfere with encoding and retrieval.
Finally, research has also shown that successful encoding of verbal information (e.g.
learning feedback) modulates sustained, negative-going waveforms over inferior posterior and
fronto-temporal sites starting at approximately 200 ms after the onset of a word stimulus
(Butterfields & Mangels, 2003; Mangels et al., 2006; Mangels, Picton, & Craik, 2001). In
previous feedback-based studies (Mangels et al., 2006), successful encoding at these temporal
sites was defined as negativity elicited for later remembered and forgotten items (known as the
“difference due to memory,” Paller & Wagner, 2002). As such, it is possible that performance
feedback might modulate the manner in which corrective information is encoded and RS might
modulate this relationship. More specifically, RS individual’s response to the performance
feedback might result in less processing of the corrective feedback (encoding) and ultimately
lead to poorer retrieval (subsequent memory).
In sum, the current study was designed to address questions about the mechanisms
underlying the maintenance of RS fears by building upon the finding from study 2 that links
rejection sensitivity to a vigilant-avoidant pattern of attention deployment and previous research
that links RS to hyperconditionability to rejection cues. The goal is to test the effect of social
threat cues on feedback-based learning in RS individuals. The basic hypothesis, consistent with
previous research on RS, is that rejection cues capture the attention of RS individuals and
interfere with task completion and that the harnessing of attention by rejection cues ultimately
interferes with learning and memory in RS individuals. The secondary hypothesis is that this
relationship will be enhanced within RS females because the task taps into specific genderrelated RS concerns by creating a social referencing situation that communicates that one’s
behavior is being evaluated and mistakes are reflective of one’s ability.
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Collectively, the FRN, the P3a and the LPP will be used measure the appraisal of the
performance feedback, early attentional orienting to the performance feedback, and the level of
sustained attention to the performance feedback to assess (1) whether performance feedback
modulates the appraisal, orienting, and level of sustained attention to the performance feedback,
(2) whether males and females differ in the their appraisal, orienting, and level of sustained
attention to the performance feedback (3) whether gender and RS interact to modulate these
processes, (4) whether the appraisal, orienting, and level of sustained attention to the
performance feedback is linked to poorer encoding and retrieval for RS individuals, and (5)
whether the link between the appraisal, orienting, and level of sustained attention to the
performance feedback, encoding, and retrieval of corrective information differs for males and
females as a function of RS.
Methods	
  
Participants	
  
Fifty-four undergraduates from Baruch College in the City of New York participated in
the study for course credit, pay, or both. Of the 54 participants 40 (20 females and 20 males)
were included in the final sample (exclusion criteria is describe below). All participants were
right handed, native English speakers, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision (i.e., glasses or
contacts) and no history of previous brain injury. The sample had a mean age of 20.72 (SD =
2.87) and a reported ethnic/racial makeup that was 48% Asian American, 20% Caucasian, 13%
multi-racial, 3% African-American, 3% Pacific Islander and the remaining 13% declined or
failed to report.
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Inclusion/Exclusion	
  Criteria	
  
Fourteen participants were excluded from the study for a variety of reasons ranging from
specific performance criteria to EEG and participant issues. First, the study used an incidentallearning paradigm where the primary measure is how many errors participants correct during a
surprise retest (i.e. incidental learning). Because it was important to ensure that all participants
were processing information under incidental learning conditions, we asked participants, at the
end of the study, to rate on a Likert scale from 1-9 whether they expected a retest (1 = not at all,
5 = somewhat, 9 = extremely) and whether they deliberately studied questions they answered
incorrectly (1 = not at all, 5 = somewhat, 9 = extremely). The mean score for retest expectancy
was 3.92 (SD=2.70) and the mean score for whether they deliberately studied incorrectly
answered questions was 1.84 (SD=1.76). Participants with scores greater than two standard
deviations above the mean were excluded from the sample. This criterion resulted in the loss of 5
participants.
Second, in order to assure that participants received similar amounts of negative
performance feedback, the study was programmed to titrate participants to ~35% correct in each
of the experimental blocks (see below for further details about titration). As in past studies
(Butterfield & Mangels, 2003; Mangels et al., 2006), we allowed for some deviation around that
target level (+/- 6%), in order to accommodate subjects who had slightly higher or lower levels
of knowledge. We calculated both the overall accuracy at first test (collapsed across blocks) and
the accuracy within each block. Participants with an average first-test accuracy score less than
28.5% or greater than 41.4% were excluded from the sample. This criterion resulted in the loss
of 7 participants. Note that, of the 7 participants excluded using this criterion five were excluded
for performing below the titration cutoff and two were excluded for preforming above the
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titration cutoff. In addition, because a participant could have achieved an overall accuracy score
of 35% while nonetheless breaking titration in each of the two blocks (i.e., 28.5% in the first
block and 41.4% in the second block), we also computed a between-block difference score for
each participant. The mean score for between-block performance was .03 (SD = .03) Participants
with scores greater than two standard deviations above the mean were excluded from the sample.
This criterion resulted in the loss of 2 participants. It is important to note that the two excluded
participants had already been excluded based on the first-test exclusion criterion so no new
participants were loss using this criterion. Finally, one participant was excluded due to an
experimental software issue and one participant was excluded because they failed to complete
the first test session.
Procedure	
  and	
  Design	
  
The task took place over two days. On the first day, participants completed pre-measures
including demographic information and the Rejection Sensitivity questionnaire. After completing
the pre-measures participants were prepared for EEG recording (see details below). Once EEG
preparation was complete, participants were instructed about the procedure for the general
knowledge task (see details below). Participants completed 200 general knowledge questions
while EEG was recorded. The stimuli used in the general knowledge test consisted of general
knowledge questions from a variety of academic domains (e.g., world and American history, art,
music, literature, social sciences, natural sciences, geography). In the non-social condition,
performance feedback stimuli consisted of red and green asterisks (see description below). In the
social condition the feedback consisted of facial stimuli (NimStim; Tottenham, Borscheid,
Ellertsen, Marcus & Nelson, 2002) normed for level of happiness and disapproval. The chosen
disapproval face reflected closemouthed disgust because previous research shows that
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closemouthed disgust can elicit feelings of disproval and rejection (Burklund, Eisenberger &
Lieberman 2007)
The study used a counterbalanced blocked design where accuracy feedback during the
initial test phase was either social or nonsocial. The social feedback consisted of a disapproval
face paired with the voice-over of an actor saying “incorrect” if the participants response was
indeed incorrect or a happy face paired with the voice-over of an actor saying “correct!” if the
participant’s response was indeed correct. The non-social feedback consisted of a red asterisk
paired with a high tone if the participant’s response was correct and a green asterisk paired with
a low tone if the participant’s response was incorrect (see figure 8).
In order to make the task challenging, each block was independently titrated at 35%
accuracy (+/- 6%), based on a mathematical algorithm described in Butterfield & Mangels
(2003) that randomly selected questions based on their normed difficulty level (e.g. participants
were presented with an easier question if the previous item was wrong, and a harder question if
the previous item was correct). First-test performance did not vary by framing block (first test:
Social Feedback frame M = .34 (SD = .02), Non-Social Feedback frame M = .34 (SD =.01),
t(39) = .652, p ≥ .51; Similarly, confidence for items answered correctly at first test did not vary
by frame (Social Feedback frame: M = 4.97 (SD = .66), Non-Social feedback frame: M = 5.01
(SD = .71), t(39) = -.415, p ≥ .68, nor did confidence vary for items answered incorrectly (Social
Feedback frame: M = 2.65 (SD = .78), Non-Social feedback frame: M = 2.76 (SD = .85), t(39) =
-1.359, p ≥ .18.
First	
  Test. The task included two blocks each consisting of 100 questions (Social
feedback and Non-Social feedback). Prior to each block, participants viewed a set of instructions
with the framing manipulation (see below).
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Framing	
  Instructions. Participants read and simultaneously heard over headphones the
following instructions:
In the social feedback condition:
In this section, imagine yourself completing an exam for an online course
where the professor gives you immediate feedback on your responses. If
your response is correct you will see the professor expressing approval
and hear him say “correct.” If your response is incorrect you will see the
professor expressing disapproval and hear him say “incorrect.” After he
gives you feedback, he will show you the correct answer to the question.
In the non-social feedback condition:
In this section, you will be interacting with a computer. After you enter
your response and response confidence for a given question, the computer
will give you feedback and your accuracy using a symbol. That is, if your
response is correct the computer will show you a large asterisk (*) in
green and play a high tone. If your response is incorrect the computer will
show you a large asterisk (*) in red and play a low tone.
To ensure that participants received the main instructions, a pre-recorded female voice
read the instructions aloud. Additionally, halfway through each block (after every 50 questions),
an instruction reminder was introduced as a momentary break, and presented for 20 s (with
audio). The presentation order of instruction set was counter-balanced by participant.
For each general knowledge item, participants typed a one-word response. If participants
were unsure of their answer they were instructed to make an educated guess. If they were unable
to make a guess they could wait for 3 minutes and the computer program would automatically
advance to the next question. After submitting a response, participants were asked to indicate
their confidence in their response on a 7-point scale from 1 (you are absolutely sure your answer
is wrong) to 7 (you are absolutely sure your answer is right). Following confidence ratings,
participants were presented with performance feedback information (correct vs. incorrect) that
was displayed on the screen for 1.5 s (which was preceded and followed by a crosshatch,
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presented for 1.5 s). Following performance feedback, participants were shown learning-relevant
feedback (the correct answer) displayed for 2.5 s, regardless of whether their answer was correct
or incorrect.
Retest. Approximately 24 to 48 hours later, participants returned for the second session,
during which they were presented with a surprise retest of all the questions they had answered
incorrectly during the first test. There were no specific framing instructions given at test other
than to answer the questions as best they could. To somewhat preserve study-test delay, items
associated with the first block during the first test were all presented before items associated with
the second block at first test. Within each block, however, the order of items was randomized.
EEG	
  recording	
  and	
  measurement	
  
Continuous EEG was recorded during the first test from 64 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes
with an A/D conversion rate of 500Hz and band-pass of DC-100Hz. Impedance was kept below
11kV. EEG was initially referenced to Cz and converted to an average reference off-line. Blinks
and other eye movement artifacts were compensated for with PCA-derived ocular components.
Off-line, EEG for performance feedback was cut into 1100ms epochs starting 100ms prior to the
feedback onset. EEG for learning feedback was cut into 1600 epochs starting 100ms prior to the
feedback onset. Following baseline correction, we rejected epochs containing excessive noise (+120 mV), applied 0.15 Hz high-pass and 35Hz low-pass, zero-phase filters, and then averaged to
create the ERPs. Note that, although the word was presented for an additional 1s, neural activity
within the first 1000-1500 ms has previously been shown to be the most predictive of subsequent
memory in prior studies using similar stimuli. Furthermore, there is often more noise in the final
1s period as participants frequently move or blink thus including the last 1s would have resulted
in reduced trial counts due to increased artifact rejection.
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Measurement of the P3a was based on a peak picked amplitude at its Fz maximum during
the time window spanning 350 ms to 450 ms, the FRN was based on peak picked amplitude at its
Fz maximum during the time window spanning 150 to 350ms (Mangels et al., 2006; Van Meel
and Van Heijningen 2010) and the LPP was based on mean amplitude for the epoch spanning
from 400 to 600 ms, at its Cz maximum (Hajcak et al., 2010). For learning feedback, some
participants had low trial counts for uncorrected retest items where they had attempted an answer
at first test, thus, rather than look at difference due to memory (DM), an average was computed
that collapsed across later corrected and uncorrected items and that accounted for trial count. The
amplitude of this waveform reflects the relative contributions of the neural processes associated
with corrected vs. uncorrected item for a given person. Similarly to the DM effect, for this
average, greater negativity should reflect greater successful encoding. The learning feedback was
measured during the epoch spanning from 400-800 ms.
Questionnaire	
  Measures:	
  
Rejection	
  Sensitivity. This study used the same RS questionnaire as studies 1 and 2. In the
present study the mean RSQ score was 9.72 (SD =3.33), the range was 10.5, and the scale’s total
internal consistency was = .74.
Notably, Baruch College has a high Asian-American population. The original RS
questionnaire was not normed on the Asian-American population so it was important to test the
internal consistency of the questionnaire after removing items that may not be relevant to
rejection scenarios that Asian-American college students could relate to. The primary concern
was that items that violate cultural norms (i.e., asking parents for money or asking your parent
about advice on a romantic college relationship) might skew the overall RS scores or result in the
questionnaire not correlating with related questionnaires like state and trait anxiety. A second
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reliability analysis was conducted on the 18-item RS questionnaire and the scale analysis was
done to assess the reliability of the scale when specific items were deleted. The scale analysis
provides the change in the Cronbach Alpha when a particular item is deleted. The original Alpha
was .74 thus items that, once removed, result in an increase in Alpha were deleted (note there
were 5 items that met this criterion and they were all related to interactions that included asking
parents for money or dating advice). Deleting these items resulted in an Alpha of .8. The
decision was made that this increase in Alpha was not significant enough to merit changing the
RS questionnaire. This decision was also based on the fact that an independent sample T-Test
revealed that the average RS score for Asian-American participants (M = 9.9, SD = 2.79) was
not statically different from the rest of the sample (M = 10.7, SD = 2.89), t(35) = .854; p = ns.
Postblock	
  questions. At the end of each block participants were asked (1) How unhappy
were you when you got a question wrong (2) How happy were you when you got a question
correct (3) How difficult were the questions in this block (4) How motivated were you during
this bock (5) How anxious were you before this block (6) How anxious were you after this block.
There were no gender differences in any of the postblock measures over all or when split by
condition (All Ps > .25). Also, RS did not correlate with any of the postblock questions over all
or when split by condition (All Ps > .2) (see table 4 for mean values split by gender). This
suggests that the subjective experience during this task was the same across gender and level of
rejection sensitivity regardless of condition. This is taken to suggest that any differences in the
primary behavioral and ERP measures of interest should not be attributed to overall subjective
feelings of anxiety, happiness, perceived difficulty, task engagement, or condition.
Analytical	
  Strategy	
  

Results	
  

Analysis used both univariate and multivariate approaches to understand the relationship
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between the feedback response (ERPs) and successful encoding and retrieval as a function of
gender and RS. First-test performance and mean confidence were regressed out of analyses
involving the ERPs of interest and retest performance. This approach was used because the
number of errors experienced at first test could have influenced both participants affective
experience in the task and the amount of information they needed to learn and retrieve. In
addition, research suggests that confidence can influence memory (e.g., hypercorrection) above
and beyond ones general ability (Butterfield & Mangels, 2003; Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001a,
2006). Indeed confidence was a significant covariate in our analysis of overall test accuracy (P <
.05). The same was true for accuracy at first-test (P < 0.05). As such first-test confidence and
first-test performance were included as a covariate for analyses of the FRN, P3a, and LPP, given
that the amplitude of these waveforms may be larger when the subjective probability of an error
is lower (Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Butterfield and Mangels, 2003).
The first step was to analyze the behavioral data in two phases; (1) differences in error
correction for social vs. non-social performance feedback conditions and (2) differences in error
correction for social vs. non-social performance feedback conditions as a function of gender, RS,
and the gender × RS interaction. The second step was to analyze the ERP data to assess whether
the behavioral results could be understood by looking at the changes in amplitude of the ERPs as
a function of gender, RS, and the gender × RS interaction. It is important to note that, unlike the
behavioral analyses, analyses on amplitude differences in ERPs were done separately for the
social and non-social feedback conditions using parallel analyses. For example, all univariate and
multivariate models were run for the social condition and then the identical analyses were run for
the non-social condition. This decision was made based on several factors. First, the stimuli used
for the social and non-social performance feedback conditions differ along several dimensions.
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The face stimuli used in the social condition were large photos (506 × 650 pixels) that covered
19° of visual angle compared to small asterisks in the non-social condition (50 × 50 pixels) that
covered only 2 ° of visual angle. In addition, faces are processed more automatically and contain
information about valence thus any differences in the latency or amplitude of the ERPs could be
due to the fact that faces do not requires abstraction in order to represent “good” and “bad” as is
the case with an asterisks. Second, in the social feedback condition the face feedback stimuli was
paired with an audio file that played the word “correct” or “incorrect” and in the non-social
condition the presentation of the asterisk was paired with the presentation of a high or low tone.
Again, the words “correct” and “incorrect” require no abstraction in order to grasp the meaning
while low and high tones require one to map the sounds onto meaning before they can be
interpreted. Third, visual inspection of the raw waveforms for the FRN revealed noticeable
between-condition differences in the form and latency of the ERPs. That is, the FRN in the social
condition appeared to occur earlier and was larger in amplitude but it is difficult to ascertain if
this is a result of differences in stimuli properties or truly reflects a difference in cognitive
processes that vary as a function of feedback type. Thus the analysis of the ERPs to performance
feedback proceeds as follows (1) differences in ERP amplitude for the FRN, P3a, and LPP as a
function of accuracy (correct vs. incorrect) and gender, and (2) differences in ERP amplitude as a
function of accuracy, gender, RS and the gender × RS interaction separately for the social and
non-social feedback conditions. Analysis for the learning feedback will look for differences in
processing of the learning feedback as a function of condition, gender and RS.
Behavior:	
  Error	
  Correction	
  at	
  Retest	
  
Effect of social vs. non-social feedback on Error Correction. This analysis assesses the
effect of social vs. non-social performance feedback on error correction. Data were submitted to
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a single-factor repeated measures ANOVA. The within subjects factor was the percentage of
errors corrected as a function of feedback type (social vs. non-social). Results show that there
was no difference on the percentage of items corrected at retest as a function of performance
feedback type. That is, participants corrected a similar percentage of errors made in the social (M
= 58%; SD = .021) and non-social (M = 59%; SD = .015) performance feedback conditions
F(1,39) = 1.150; p = ns. The next step is to test for differences in error correction that may be
driven by the interaction of gender and level of RS.
Effect	
  of	
  feedback	
  type,	
  gender	
  and	
  RS	
  on	
  error	
  correction.	
  Results are depicted
graphically in figure 9 and figure 10. This analysis assesses the effect of social vs. non-social
negative performance feedback (condition) on error correction as a function of gender, RS and
the gender × RS interaction. Data were submitted to a single-factor repeated measures ANOVA.
The within subjects factor was condition (social vs. non-social) and the between subjects factor
was gender. RS was entered into the model simultaneously as a continuous variable and the
gender × RS interaction was computed using the product of gender and RS. Results revealed a
significant main effect of gender such that, on average, females corrected a higher percentage of
their errors at retest than males (Mfemales = 61%, SD = .021 vs. Mmales = 57%, SD = .022); F(1, 36)
= 4.873; p = .034, however, there was no main effect of RS on the percentage of errors corrected
at retest F(1, 36) = 1.055; p = .311. The two-way interaction between RS and condition was nonsignificant F(1, 36) = .001; p = ns, however, the gender × condition interaction was significant
F(1, 36) = 8.757; p = .005. Such that, females corrected a greater percentage of their errors in the
social condition relative to males (Mfemales = .62%; SD = .03 vs. Mmales = 56%; SD = .03) but
corrected a similar percentage of their errors as males in the non-social condition (Mfemales =
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60%; SD = .02 vs. Mmales = 60%; SD = .02). However, this result was subsumed under a
significant three-way interaction between gender, RS, and condition F(1,32) = 4.644; p = .039.
To unpack the three-way interaction, separate regressions were conducted for the
relationship between RS and gender on the percentage errors corrected for each condition
separately. Within the social condition, the interaction between RS and Gender was significant.
Subsequent simple slope analysis (Aiken & West, 1991) indicated that in the social condition,
RS was significantly associated with poorer error correction for females (b = -0.576, t(40) = 2.313, p = .027). There was a non-significant positive relationship between RS and error
correction for males in the social condition (b = 0.332, t(40) = 1.571, p = ns). Parallel analysis in
the non-social condition revealed no significant effects of RS on error correction for females (b =
-.031, t(40) = -1.151, p = ns) or males (b = -0.067, t(40) = -.300, p = ns).
Taken together, results suggest that, within females, being High RS may block
subsequent memory when performance feedback is socially relevant and that Low RS females
may harness socially relevant feedback information in a way that enhances performance. This
conclusion is based on the observation that, overall, RS females and males corrected a similar
percentage of their errors in both conditions. This, coupled with the fact that females generally
outperform males on this task, suggests that RS is not differentially affecting males and females
but that RS is having a specific negative influence on females who, on average, are
outperforming males on the general knowledge task. This suggests that perhaps this task has
tapped into a gender specific RS dynamic similar to that described in London et al. 2013. What
this could mean is that, in this task, the social feedback stimulus (older white male with a
disapproving face providing evaluative feedback) activates the RS dynamic for females but not
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for males and that is the reason why error correction is affected only for RS females in the social
feedback condition.
Based on the above pattern of behavioral data, subsequent analyses on the ERPs will
focus on overall effects of accuracy feedback (correct vs. incorrect) on ERP amplitude to 1)
establish replication of previous research on the effects of performance feedback on the selected
ERPs, but 2) will look specifically within the female sample to see how the behavioral results
(RS predicting poorer error correction in the social condition) might be explained by the
appraisal, orienting, and/or sustained attention to the performance feedback. That is, the next
sections look at the effect of performance feedback (correct vs. incorrect), gender, RS and their
interaction on ERPs associated with the appraisal (FRN) of, attentional orienting (P3a) to, and
sustained attention (LPP) to performance feedback. However, given that the task may be tapping
into a gender specific RS dynamic, analysis will also look specifically within the female sample
to see how RS differential affects low and high RS females’ response to performance feedback,
encoding of corrective feedback, and subsequent memory. The primary question is whether
gender and RS interact to affect subsequent memory and neural responses to the performance
feedback and learning opportunity or whether this relationship is somehow specific to high RS
females.
ERPs:	
  Neural	
  response	
  to	
  performance	
  feedback	
  
Analytical	
  Approach. Data for the performance feedback ERPs (i.e., FRN, P3a, and LPP)
were analyzed using the same statistical approach. ERPs were analyzed using a single-factor
repeated measures ANOVA with relevant between subjects factors (e.g., sex). RS was entered as
a continuous variable and the gender × RS interaction was computed as the product of gender
and RS. All analyses use either the raw wave or the difference wave (results specify when either
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was used). Analyses of all performance feedback ERPs proceed in the same sequence 1) the
overall effect of accuracy (errors vs. corrects) on ERP amplitude, and 2) the effect of gender, RS,
and the gender × RS interaction on ERP amplitude for errors vs. corrects. These analyses were
conducted separately for the social and non-social feedback conditions.
For the learning feedback ERPs, we first aimed to establish a subsequent memory effect
at the inferior frontal, temporal and posterior electrodes, and determine if this effect was
moderated by the type of framing (social vs. non-social) and/or gender. The learning feedback
stimulus was the same for both social and non-social conditions, which allows for greater
confidence in direct comparison than was possible for performance feedback. The analysis of
subsequent memory was conducted with an ANOVA with subsequent memory status (corrected
vs. not corrected on the retest), condition (social vs. non-social), electrode region (frontotemporal vs. posterior temporal), hemisphere (left vs. right) and electrode (each region included
2 electrodes) as within-subjects factors. Sex was also included as a between-subjects factor.
Once the nature of subsequent memory effects were established in this manner, we examined the
relationship between gender, RS status, and the amplitude of the learning-relevant feedback, for
all errors, regardless of subsequent performance.
Response	
  to	
  feedback	
  indicating	
  an	
  error	
  (FRN). The headmap and ERP raw waves for
the FRN at FZ are displayed graphically in figure 11. There was a significant main effect of
accuracy on the amplitude of the FRN F(1,36) = 6.044, p = .002. Consistent with previous
research, the amplitude of the FRN had a larger negativity (amplitude) for errors relative to
corrects (Merrors = -1.521 µV, SD = .536 vs. Mcorrects = .07 µV, SD = .553). There were no main
effects of gender F(1,36) = .332, p = .568 or RS F(1,36) = .248, p = .622 on the amplitude of the
FRN. In addition, there were no significant two-way (gender × accuracy or RS × accuracy
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interactions) or three way interactions (gender × RS × accuracy) F(1,36) = .074, p = .787 on the
amplitude of the FRN (see table 5 for the complete results). Taken together, these results indicate
that negative outcomes triggered the expected FRN component. However, gender and RS do not
appear to interact to modulate this response. However, within the female sample there was a
marginally significant correlation between RS and the amplitude of the FRN to errors made
within the social condition r(18) = .393, P = 08. Given than the FRN is a negative going
waveform this marginal positive correlation suggest that perhaps, within females, RS is
dampening the registration or detection of errors. This relationship might be the basis for
understanding the mechanism by which RS affects retrieval for females.
Orienting	
  response	
  to	
  feedback	
  about	
  performance	
  (P3a). The headmap and ERP raw
waves for the P3a at FZ are displayed graphically in figure 11. There was a significant main
effect of accuracy on the amplitude of the P3a F(1,38) = 10.99, p = .002. Consistent with
previous research, the amplitude of the P3a had a larger positivity (amplitude) for the less
probable events (i.e., corrects) relative to the more frequent events (i.e., errors) (Mcorrects = 3.329
µV vs. Merrors = 2.195 µV). There were no main effects of gender F(1,36) = .031, p = ns or RS
F(1,36) = .371, p = ns on the amplitude of the P3a, nor interactions between these factors (see
table 5 for the complete results). Thus, although rare events (i.e., answering a question correctly)
trigger a larger orienting response, gender and RS do not appear to modulate this process.
Correlation analysis revealed no significant relationships between RS and the P3a (all Ps > .05)
Sustained	
  attention	
  or	
  arousal	
  to	
  feedback	
  indicating	
  an	
  error	
  (LPP). The headmap and
ERP raw waves for the LPP at CZ are displayed graphically in figure 11. There was a significant
main effect of accuracy on the amplitude of the LPP F(1,38) = 35.01, p < .0001. The amplitude
of the LPP had a larger positivity (amplitude) for corrects (i.e., rare events) relative to errors (i.e.,
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frequent events) (Mcorrects = 2.994 µV, SD = .435 vs. Merrors = 1.438 µV, SD = .316). There were
no main effects of gender F(1,36) = 1.688, p = .20 or RS F(1,36) = .649, p = .984 on the
amplitude of the LPP. In addition, there were no significant two-way (gender × accuracy or RS ×
accuracy interactions) or three way interactions (gender × RS × accuracy) F(1,36) = .579, p =
.451 on the amplitude of the LPP (see table 5 for the complete results). Taken together, these
results suggest that rare events (i.e., getting a response correct) trigger greater sustained attention
to the performance feedback. However, gender and RS do not appear to modulate this process.
Correlation analysis revealed no significant relationships between RS and the LPP (all Ps > .05)
ERPs:	
  Neural	
  response	
  to	
  learning	
  opportunity	
  
The previous section focused on understanding how gender, RS and the gender × RS
interaction affected neural responses to performance feedback. The next set of analyses focuses
on how gender, RS and the gender × RS interaction affect processing of the actual learning
opportunity. That is, this section looks at neural activity associated with processing of the correct
answer when it was presented to participants. Recall that, in this paradigm, participants were
shown the correct answer to the general knowledge questions regardless of whether they got the
question correct or incorrect. However, when they got the question incorrect, the presentation of
the correct answer served as a learning opportunity. Even though they did not expect to be
retested on these items in the present study, they could potentially encode the correct answer in
order to increase their knowledge or correct inaccurate knowledge. Thus it is possible to look at
differences in the level of processing for later corrected vs. not corrected items and ask whether
gender and RS interact to predict 1) how deeply the learning opportunity was processed, 2)
whether any differences in the level of processing of the learning opportunity are differentially
predictive of retrieval success as a function of gender, RS, or their interaction. Because this
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analysis looks at the level of processing of the learning opportunity (i.e., a word) previous
concerns about differences in the stimulus properties of faces and asterisks do not apply to this
analysis. As such, the condition (social vs.. non-social) factor will be included in the model.
A 2 (Memory: corrected at retest vs. not corrected at retest) × 2 (Condition: social vs.
non-social) × 2 (Region: fronto-temporal vs. parieto-occipital) × 2 (Hemisphere: left vs. right) x
2 (electrode) ANOVA was conducted for the time period spanning from 400-800 ms. To keep
the analysis focused on predictors of subsequent memory and streamline presentation, we will
only report effects that included the memory factor. For the 400-800 ms epoch, there was a main
effect of hemisphere such that the waveforms were more negative-going over the left hemisphere
relative to the right hemisphere, F(1,39) = 47.881, p ≤ .0001 (Mleft = -2.673 µV, SD = .249 vs.
Mright = -2.424 µV, SD = 2.37). There was also a significant Memory x Region x Electrode
interaction, F(1,39) = 4.740, p = .03, resulting from the posterior activity being more negative for
corrected items (M = -4.001 µV, SD = .290) vs. uncorrected items (M = -3.238 µV, SD = .311)
t(39) = 4.638, p < .001. The relationship was not in the same direction for the anterior activity
(Mcorrected = -2.81 µV, SD = .318) vs. (Muncorrected = -2.21 µV, SD = .314), however this analysis
did not reach significance, t(39) = 1.38, p = ns. This suggests that there was a greater amount of
neural activity in the posterior regions for items that were corrected versus forgotten (see Figure
12 for headmap).
Given the learning feedback findings, electrodes in the left frontal (FT9, and T7), and
right frontal (FT10, and T8) regions were collapsed to create a “fronto-temporal (anterior)
learning” variable. Similarly, electrodes in the left posterior (TP9 and CB1) and right posterior
(TP10 and CB2) regions were collapsed to create a “parieto-occipital (posterior) learning”
variable. Given that the posterior regions show the greatest amount of neural activity during
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processing of the learning feedback subsequent analyses will use the activity in the posterior
regions to look for a mechanism by which RS reduces subsequent memory for females in the
social condition.
Mediation	
  Analysis:	
  linking	
  RS	
  to	
  response	
  to	
  corrective	
  feedback	
  and	
  learning:	
  
A mediation model was used in order to provide a more comprehensive picture of the
path(s) by which RS has an influence on feedback processing, encoding of the corrective
information, and subsequent memory. As stated above, results suggest a gender specific dynamic
where RS females, in this evaluative context, are selectively impaired. That is, males and females
do not necessarily differ on the behavioral and neural measures of interest but, within females,
RS is having a deleterious effect on encoding and retrieval. As such, the mediation model will
look specifically within females in order to provide an explanation for the behavioral results. The
idea is that, the behavioral result within females can be explained by focusing specifically on
how RS moderates the ERPs to performance feedback (correct vs. incorrect) and the learning
opportunity (the correct answer).
Regression analyses were used to partition the total effect of RS on subsequent memory
into the 1) direct effect of RS on subsequent memory, the FRN and encoding of the corrective
feedback 2) the direct effect of the FRN and encoding of the corrective feedback on subsequent
memory, and 3) the indirect effect of RS on subsequent memory via the FRN and encoding of
the corrective feedback. Prior to conducting the regression analysis correlations were run to
understand the relationship between variables of interest. Analysis reveal a marginally significant
correlation between RS and the FRN r(18) = .393, p = .08, a significant correlation between RS
and the processing of the learning feedback r(18) = .515, p < .05, and between RS and error
correction at retest r(18) = -.484, p < .05. There is also a marginally significant correlation
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between the FRN and processing of the learning feedback r(18) = .370, p < .1 and the FRN and
subsequent memory r(18) = -.341, p < .1. This is the basis for the mediation model. That is, RS is
marginally correlated with a smaller (less negative) FRN, significantly correlated with less
processing of the learning feedback and poorer error correction. However, a larger (more
negative) FRN is marginally correlated with greater processing of the corrective feedback and
better error correction. This suggests that the explanation of the poorer error correction for RS
females might be a function of (1) a smaller FRN, which results in less processing of the
corrective feedback or (2) reduced processing of the learning feedback, which results in poorer
error correction. However, given the marginally significant correlation between RS, the FRN,
and processing of the learning feedback the FRN will not be included in the mediation analysis.
Thus, the mediation analysis will focus exclusively on the direct effect of RS to error correction
and the indirect effect of RS to error correction through the processing of the learning feedback.
We regressed error correction on RS scores for females in the social condition,
controlling first-test accuracy and mean confidence for errors in the social condition at first-test.
RS significantly predicted error correction (b = -.570, t(19) = -2.345, p <.04, β = -.484). RS also
predicted less processing of the corrective feedback (b = .576, t(19) = 2.422, p ≤ .03, β = .496).
The relationship between RS and error correction was no longer significant when processing of
the corrective feedback was simultaneously entered into the model (b = −.272, t(19) = −1.094, p
= .289, β = -.231). However processing of the corrective feedback remained a significant
predictor (b = -.517, t(19) = -2.422, p ≤ .03, β = -.510).
Given these two patterns, we tested if processing of the corrective feedback mediated the
RS-poorer error correction link among women using a non-parametric bootstrapping procedure
suitable for small samples (for details on this procedure, see Shrout & Bolger, 2002). We created
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a bootstrap sample of 100,000 by randomly sampling observations with replacement from the
error correction for women in the social condition. A bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) 95%
confidence interval was then calculated. For significant mediation to occur, the 95% confidence
interval should exclude zero. Accounting for processing of the corrective feedback reduced the
effect of RS on error correction among women from -.51 (c) to -.28 (c′), making the association
of RS to error correction non-significant (p ≤ .301). The estimate for this indirect effect (ab) for
women was .035, 95% CI: [-.58, .05]. Thus, processing of the corrective feedback partially
mediated the relation between RS and error correction in women. Fig. 3 depicts the mediation
model for women.
Discussion
This study looked at the effect of performance feedback, gender and RS on explicit
measures of encoding and retrieval. This study also looked at the effect of performance feedback,
gender, and RS on neural process related to early registration of errors (FRN), orienting to (P3a),
and sustained attention to performance evaluative feedback (LPP) – all measures shown to index
cognitive processes that can either enhance or hinder the encoding and retrieval of information.
The primary goal was to understand how the modulation of these ERPs by gender and RS might
collectively explain differences in how information is encoded and remembered.
Overall, behavioral results suggest that, within females, higher RS scores were associated
with poorer retrieval in the social performance feedback condition suggesting that RS moderates
the effect of social performance feedback in females but not in males. Consistent with previous
research, reactions to feedback indicating that an error had been made positively predicted
processing of the corrective information (encoding) and subsequent memory. However, within
females, RS was associated with less registration of feedback indicating that a mistake was made
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(FRN) and less engagement with the corrective feedback which both predicted poorer learning
outcomes for RS females. This suggests that the manner in which RS females appraise the social
performance feedback undermines retrieval success. Although the mediation model was a not
completely predictive of the hypothesized relationship between RS, the ERPs, and successful
retrieval the models did partially suggest that social performance feedback reduces retrieval
success of RS females by reducing engagement with the corrective feedback, resulting in poorer
memory. Subsequent analyses would need to look for theoretical justifications for examining
other time windows for the performance and learning ERPs.
Interestingly, there were no significant relationships between RS and ERPs to
performance feedback. Based on the RS model, results from study 2, and previous research
showing that threat cues capture attention of RS individuals, it was predicted that RS would be
associated with greater registration (FRN) and attention to (P3a and LPP) however these
relationships were not found. One possibility is that there is a marked difference between
selective attention paradigms like the visual probe (study 2) and the incidental-learning paradigm
used in study 3. In the dot probe participants have no way of knowing whether they will
encounter a “social threat” cue on a trial by trial basis and thus should be “vigilant” whenever
they encounter a threat cue because they anxiously expect rejection and should stay ready to
detect and thwart rejection that they are uncertain will occur. In the incidental-learning paradigm
participants are asked to rate their confidence in their answer so they have some metacognitive
awareness about the impending negative “social threat” cue and perhaps have had the time to
trigger any self-regulatory strategies (e.g., disengaging) that might have changed patterns of
attention that we attempted to capture in study 3. Future research should look specifically at ERP
components related to anticipation of negative feedback (e.g., stimulus proceeding negativity;
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SPN) to assess whether RS individuals have a different level of anticipation of error and whether
this anticipation alters patterns of attention to social threat cues.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The need to belong and be accepted by others is a fundamental human motivation (Leary
& Baumeister, 1995). Individuals who have experienced interpersonal rejection may come to
fear this rejection in their current social interactions. Rejection sensitivity has been described by
Downey & Feldman (1996) as a dispositional tendency to anxiously expect and readily perceive
interpersonal rejection. This disposition develops from and is maintained through rejection
experiences. Thus those high in rejection sensitivity come to be very concerned that they will be
rejected and at the same time expect that others will reject them.
The desire to be accepted and valued in one's relationships is widely acknowledged to be
a central human motive (see Baumeister & Leary, 1995, for review). Thus, it is not surprising
that we invest a considerable amount of time and energy engaged in efforts to gain acceptance
and avoid rejection. However, research suggests that prolonged exposes to harsh rejection can
result in the development of anxious expectations of rejection from others (Downey & Feldman,
1996). Research has shown that people who anxiously expect rejection more readily perceive it
in others' behavior and react in ways that undermine their relationships, leading to the very
outcome that they fear. It has been found that the difficulties associated with RS include: volatile
relationships, depression, and features of both avoidant and borderline personal disorder. These
difficulties arise because when high RS individuals encounter a potentially negative social cue or
have anxious expectations of rejection, they are more likely to protect themselves with behaviors
like hostility, social withdrawal, self-silencing, and appeasement of others at a cost to themselves
(Downey & Feldman, 1996).
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Prior research linking RS with a variety of outcomes suggests that the effect of RS is
moderated by self-regulatory ability, including executive control of attention deployment (e.g.,
Ayduk, et al., 2008). This raises an important question about the relationship between emotion
and cognition. According to the RS model and the CAPS framework, we see emotion and
cognition as distinct processes that work in together to influence how RS individuals respond to
rejection events. That is not to suggest that they are modular but rather interactive in the same
vein as spreading activation models. This conceptualization has some support from studies
showing that high RS individuals can regulate their emotion when instructed to do, suggesting
that they have devemp Notwithstanding this conceptualization of RS, the relation between RS
and basic attention control ability had not previously been examined with established behavioral
paradigms for assessing components of cognitive control. Thus study 1 assessed the relationship
between RS and basic attentional mechanisms for alerting, orienting, and executive control. The
argument was that vulnerability in this attentional network might facilitate the development of
RS as would be indicated by a strong association between RS and basic weaknesses in
attentional processes. Alternatively, it was hypothesized that RS and the attentional system may
be relatively independent systems that operate in conjunction to influence the effects of rejection
cues on attention and behavior. Results from study 1 suggest that RS is not associated with the
functioning of attentional networks important for alerting, orienting, and executive control,
raising the possibility that RS indeed operates as a distinct system that interacts with attentional
networks to influence attention deployment in the presence of social threat cues. This hypothesis
was tested in study 2.
Study 2 was designed to assess patterns of attention deployment to socially threatening
stimuli in RS individuals and test the attenuating effects of executive control on processing of
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social threat cues in RS individuals. Results suggest that RS is associated with initial vigilance
and later avoidance for social threat cues but, as predicted, vigilance for social threat cues is
attenuated by high executive control. That is, having good executive control (as measured by
self-report and behavioral measures – the ANT) may help to reduce the extent to which social
threat cues capture and hold the attention of RS individuals. Study 2 raised an important question
about the consequence of being high in RS. Theory and research suggest that informationprocessing biases may fuel the maintenance of RS by depleting critical resources (i.e., working
memory) necessary for task completion (e.g., Berenson et al., 2010), or biasing memory for
schema-congruent rejection cues (Mor & Inbar, 2009), or driving implicit associations between
rejection cues (Olsson, Carmona, Downey, Bolger & Ochsner, 2013). However, it was unclear
how RS impacted more explicit forms of learning and memory that are important for the retrieval
of event-related information (e.g., person being annoyed by the situation but not you the person).
Thus, Study 3 was designed to answer the question of how the tendency of RS
individuals to detect and react to social threat cues can affect more overt forms of learning and
memory (i.e., episodic memories). In order to address this question, study 3 used a test-retest
paradigm to assess the impact of performance evaluation on encoding and retrieval of taskrelevant information. This question was motivated by previous research in RS that suggest that
RS may be maintained by increasing vigilance for social threat cues effectively reducing
cognitive resources important for higher-order processing. Taken together, this research suggests
that although RS is associated with a vigilant-avoidant pattern of attention bias to social threat
cues this relationship is not associated with a general impairment in the functioning of attentional
networks important for deploying and controlling one’s attention. This research also suggests
that good attentional control can reduce this bias, which is consistent with previous research
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showing that retraining attentional biases away from threat can impact clinical diagnoses
(Waters, Mogg, & Bradley, 2012). Finally, this research suggests that a potential mechanism that
underlies the maintenance of RS fears is the disengagement from learning opportunities.
CONCLUSION	
  
Attention is believed to play a vital role in the maintenance and etiology of several
personal and interpersonal difficulties. Since information processing contributes significantly to
the maintenance of mood (Heinrichs & Hofmann, 2001), individuals who have ineffective
attentional deployment are thought to respond with maladaptive unrestrained reactions to
perceived negative cues. There is an emerging body of research suggesting that there are
implications for therapeutic intervention for those individuals who experience extreme selective
attention and anxiety (Rozenman, Weersing, & Amir, 2011). These studies show that you can
reduce symptoms of psychopathology by simply retraining anxious individuals to reduce their
threat bias. This line of research could also have implications for intergroup contact and racial
prejudice. If you can alter biased information processing perhaps you can change what
information individuals encode and retrieve during intergroup interactions. Thus future research
should focus on understanding how retraining attentional biases and emotion regulation can
reduce RS fears by learning to cognitively reappraise situations and reduce anxious expectations
of rejection.
In addition, this research could be expanded to areas of academic achievement as they
relate to stereotype threat and identity-based rejection fears. Although RS and Stereotype Threat
are related constructs, RS has an impact on learning outcomes through different mechanisms.
Stereotype Threat has an impact on learning by triggering fears about confirming a negative
stereotype about one’s group identity in a particular academic domain. This is in-line with the
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situation-specific description of RS and activation of CAUs in the CAPS model but someone
under stereotype threat may ineffectively use learning opportunities (see Mangels, et al. 2011)
whereas a high RS person may all together ignore learning opportunities because they focus on
protecting the self at the expense of learning.
However, it is interesting that Low RS females performed the best in this task. This is
similar to research showing stereotype lift (see Walton & Cohen, 2003 for a meta-analytic
review). Stereotype lift refers to the benefit that members of non-stereotyped groups experience
when in performance evaluative environments that their group is known to out-perform other
groups. This suggests that Low RS females outperformed all others in the social condition
because they were “subconsciously” aware that they normally outperform males in academic
settings. This also suggest that, in line with previous research n RS, context is important for the
activation of the RS construct. Specifically, Romero-Canyas and colleagues (2010) showed that
males and females differed in the context in which rejection concerns were triggered. While high
RS males reacted to rejection that signaled information about their status within a group, High
RS females reacted to rejection that signaled information about the devaluation fo a close
relationship that they were invested in. This would explain why Low RS males and females did
not differ in other variables of interest in studies 1-3 (e.g., attention deployment in study 2) but
did show noticeable differences in measures of performance. Future research should further
explore this dynamic to see of engagement with learning opportunities can be enhanced by
restructuring the classroom environment reduce the probability of triggering RS fears and
disengagement from learning opportunities.
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Table 1: Sample Demographics: Studies 1-3
Study 1
(N = 58)
Mean (SD)

Study 2
(N = 95)
Mean (SD)

Study 3
(N = 40)
Mean (SD)

22.31 (4.3)

22.42 (4.5)

20.72 (2.87)

28%

26%

50%

Black/African
American

10%

14%

3%

White/Caucasian
American

65%

61%

20%

Asian/Asian
American/Pacific
Islander

19%

14%

48%

Latino/Latino
American

2%

5%

3%

Other/MultiRacial

4%

6%

13%

Age
% Male
Ethnic Groups in Sample

	
  
	
  
Table 2: RTs and attention network scores

Flanker Type
Incongruent
Congruent
Cue Type
No Cue
Double Cue
Center Cue
Spatial Cue
Attentional Network Score
Alerting
Orienting
Executive Control

	
  

Mean

SD

687.29 ms
546.15 ms

134.16 ms
87.06 ms

629.56 ms
581.07 ms
595.25 ms
533.28 ms

93.41 ms
89.88 ms
93.13 ms
89.11 ms

48.49 ms
61.96 ms
141.14 ms

28.01 ms
33.40 ms
86.31 ms
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Table 3: Summary of RT and Eye Movement (EM) Data
Variable
Pair Type

Picture Type

M

SD

61%
55%

07
07

Gaze duration on initially fixated pictures (ms)
Threat-Neutral
Threat
Neutral
Happy-Neutral
Happy
Neutral

534.20 ms
506.74 ms
519.92 ms
512.31 ms

90.36
94.38
93.84
99.69

Reaction time to button press
Threat-Neutral
Threat
Neutral
Happy-Neutral
Happy
Neutral

449.18 ms
440.97 ms
448.22 ms
440.65 ms

49.53
53.76
50.01
53.42

EM-direction bias scores (%)
Threat-Neutral
Threatening
Happy-Neutral
Happy

	
  
Table 4: Summary for RS scores and postblock questions split by gender
RS

Mind
Wonder

Perceived
Effort

Perceived
Difficulty

Perceived
Performance

Skills
Important

Analyze
Situation

SelfReflect

N

20

19

20

20

20

20

20

20

SD

2.74

1.85

2.05

1.66

1.35

2.04

2.12

2.33

Mean

10.94

4.89

5.70

6.40

4.05

5.20

4.75

5.10

N

20

18

20

20

20

20

20

20

SD

2.97

2.25

1.63

.967

1.23

2.26

2.30

1.88

Mean

10.69

4.50

6.05

6.75

4.55

5.75

4.95

4.90

N

40

37

40

40

40

40

40

40

SD

2.90

2.03

1.84

1.35

1.30

2.14

2.19

2.10

Mean

10.28

4.70

5.88

6.58

4.30

5.48

4.85

5.00

Gender

Female

Male

Total
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Figure Caption:
Figure 1: Experimental procedure. (a) The four cue conditions; (b) The three target conditions
with the congruency conditions; (c) An example of the procedural timeline and (4) Subtraction
for computing network scores. Note, the schematic is adapted from Fan et, 2002.
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Figure Caption:
Figure 2: This figure shows the sequence of the experimental procedure for a single
trial. Participants saw a fixation cross for 500ms followed by two pictures (side by
side) of the same person displaying different emotional expressions for 1500ms,
followed by arrow (up or down). Their task was to select the direction of the arrow as
quickly as possible without making mistakes.
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Figure Caption:
Figure 3. Network scores in terms of RT differences for alerting, orienting, and conflict as
a function of RS group. Note: for alert and orient slower RT’s reflect better efficiency but
for conflict slower RT’s reflect worse efficiency. The analysis was run using RS as a
continuous predictor but the graph has been created using a quartile split. Low RS = the
bottom 25%, Medium RS = the middle 50%; High RS = top 25%.
Attention Network Scores as a Function of RS Group
180
Reaction Time (msec)

160
140
120
LowRS

100
80

ModerateRS

60

HighRS

40
20
0
Alert

Orient

Conflict

Alert: F(1,53) = .936, P = .472
Orient: F(1,53) = .075 P = .727
Conflict: F(1,53) = 1.219, P = .696
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Figure Caption:
Figure 4. Percentage of first fixations towards Threat pictures on Threat-Neutral trials and
towards Happy pictures on Happy-Neutral trials as a function of RS group. The analysis was
run using RS as a continuous predictor but the graph has been created using a quartile split.
Low RS = the bottom 25%, Medium RS = the middle 50%; High RS = top 25%.

Eye Movement Direction Bias Score

Percent Choice

0.70
0.65
0.60
LowRS

0.55

ModerateRS

0.50

HighRS

0.45
0.40
Threat

Happy
Emotion Type
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Figure Caption:
Figure 5. Difference scores (Emotion – Neutral) representing attentional bias to Threat
and Happy pictures as a function of RS group. The analysis was run using RS as a
continuous predictor but the graph has been created using a quartile split. Low RS = the
bottom 25%, Medium RS = the middle 50%; High RS = top 25%.

Gaze Duration Bias Score as a Function of RS Group
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Figure Caption:
Figure 6: Joint effect of rejection sensitivity and self-report of attentional control on the
reduction of the gaze duration threat bias for RS individuals in study 2.

300

Gaze Duration Threat
Bias Score (ms)
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200
150
100
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50

High	
  RS	
  

0
-50
-100
-150
Low AttC

High AttC

Simple slope of Low RS: b = .332, t(91) = 1.124, p = ns
Simple slope of High RS: b = -.446 , t(91) = -3.456, p < .05
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Figure Caption:
Figure 7: Joint effect of rejection sensitivity and the conflict score of the ANT from study 1 on
the reduction of the gaze duration threat bias in RS individuals for study 2.
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Simple slope of Low RS: b = -.093, t(54) = -.521, p = ns
Simple slope of High RS: b = -.146, t(54) = -.873, p = .061
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Figure Caption:
Figure 8: This figure shows the sequence of the experimental procedure for a single trial
(A) and the two types of performance feedback (B). Participants saw a general knowledge
question for which they provided an answer. After which, they were allowed to rate their
confidence in their response. Following the confidence rating they were provided with
accuracy feedback and then the correct answer. Performance feedback was social
(disapproving or happy face) and non-social (red or green asterisk).
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Figure Caption:
Figure 9: This figure shows the interaction effect of gender and RS for errors corrected in
the social condition. The DV on the Y-Axis shows the Z-score for the percentage of items

Percent Corected at Retest (Social - Zscore)

corrected at retest. RS is graphed at 1 SD above and below the mean.
2
1.5
1
0.5
Women

0

Men

-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2
LowRS (-1SD)

HighRS (+1SD)

Main effect of Gender: b = -.193, t (39) = -1.226, p = .228
Gender by RS: b = .449, t (38) = 2.765, p = .009
Simple slope of Females: b = -.576, t (38) = -2.313, p = .027
Simple slope of Males: b = .322, t (38) = -1.571, p = .125
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Figure Caption:
Figure 10: This figure shows the interaction effect of gender and RS for errors corrected
in the non-social condition. The DV on the Y-Axis shows the Z-score for the percentage

Percent Corected at Retest (Social - Zscore)

of items corrected at retest. RS is graphed at 1 SD above and below the mean.
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Females

0

Males

-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
LowRS (-1SD)

HighRS (+1SD)

Main effect of Gender: b = -.059, t (39) = -.348, p = .730
Gender by RS: b = .129, t (38) = .738, p = .465
Simple slope of Females: b = -.313, t (38) = -1.151, p = .258
Simple slope of Males: b = -.067, t (38) = -.300, p = .766
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Figure Caption:
Figure 11: This figure shows neural activity to performance feedback at first test (correct
vs. incorrect) for the FRN, P3a, and LPP.

Notes:
• Head maps illustrate the difference wave for the FRN (Errors-Correct), P3a (Correct-Errors),
Lpp (Correct-Errors). The FRN is blue because it is a negative going wave and the deeper
blue represents greater negativity. The P3a and the LPP are positive going waves and the
deep red around the electrode cites represents greater positivity.
• Note that the FRN and the P3a were peak-picked so the time windows represent the window
in which we manually looked for both components. The LPP represents an average
difference in amplitude across the 400ms epoch.
• The waves show the difference score for each ERP component. 	
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Figure Caption:
Figure 12: This figure shows neural activity to corrective feedback (learning opportunity)
for the epoch spanning 400-800ms.

Notes:
• Head maps illustrate the average temporal negativity activity elicited in the posterior region
separately for each condition at TP9 and Cb1.
• Individual electrodes (e.g., TP9, Cb1) display temporal negativity waveforms for each
condition and for items tat were corrected – not corrected. Note the graph for the individual
electrodes shows the entire epoch for illustrative purposes however analyses focused on the
epoch spanning from 400-800ms.
• Importantly, for the maps, the temporal negativity displayed consists of the relative
contribution of later corrected vs. forgotten retest items. More negativity is presumed to
reflect more successful encoding.
• Head maps show significant negative in the left posterior activity for the social and nonsocial condition however the social condition is more pronounced. The individual electrodes
show greater negativity for corrected vs. not corrected items.	
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Figure Caption:
Figure 13: Relationship between RS and error correction (13a). Mediated relationship between
RS, processing of the corrective feedback and error correction (13b).

Notes:
• The figures represent a mediation analysis that includes values from relevant ERP effects
(posterior negativities), as well as relevant behavioral effects and controls (first-test accuracy,
first-test confidence), which were measured prior to testing.
•

This model only tests relationships between the encoding of corrective information, and error
correction for females in the social condition. The direct path from RS to retest accuracy was
no longer significant when including the ERP mediator.	
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